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Abstract 

Using a unique and proprietary dataset that includes every private donation made to a large pub-

lic university from 1938 to 2012 and demographic information on all alumni, we examine the ef-

fects of large public and private funding on individual donations. Our dataset allows us to exam-

ine crowding effects on a small time scale and to control for donor characteristics.  We estimate 

effects on the total number of donations (extensive margin) and on the average size of a donation 

(intensive margin). Large private gifts have a positive (crowd-in) effect on the extensive margin, 

while large public grants have a negative (crowd-out) effect on the intensive margin. Alumni, 

previous donors, and in-state residents exhibit a larger extensive margin crowding-in effect, and 

there is evidence that the crowding-in and crowding-out effects extend to between-unit compari-

sons within the university. 
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I. Introduction 

 Public goods can be provided by governments or by private individuals or organizations.  

Nonprofit organizations and universities can receive both government and private funding.  

Private donors may change their donation levels in response to changes in government funding, 

or to changes in the donation patterns of other private donors.  A donor who is concerned only 

about the total funding of a charity will reduce his individual donation when government funding 

increases or when other donors increase their donation size or frequency; this is the classic 

crowd-out effect.  Government or private grants may also signal charity quality and thus may 

crowd in private donations.  

 The purpose of this paper is to test for crowding out and crowding in of donations by 

large government grants and by large private gifts.  We use a unique dataset comprised of 

observations not at the organization level but at the donation level.  It contains every private 

donation in the nearly 80-year history of a large public university through 2012.  We test whether 

donations respond to changes in government funding of the university or to large private 

donations to the university, whether the responses differ by the demographics of the donor, and 

whether there is evidence of crowding between units within the university.   

 Our contribution lies in the use of this novel and exhaustive data set, which is proprietary 

and was accessed with participation from the university's advancement office.  Previous studies 

have used relatively small datasets collected from laboratory or field experiments.  Other studies 

have used large observational datasets that cover many nonprofits but with limited information 

about individual donations (for instance, publicly accessible tax return data from nonprofits' 

Form 990 filings).  Our data only include one organization.  However, we have an individual 

observation for each donation made to that organization.1  For each donation, we observe the 

date, amount, and unit within the university that the donation is for (e.g., the medical school).  

The date of the donation allows us to examine time intervals shorter than one year.  For 

donations that are matched to alumni, we observe some of the donor's demographic information 

from the alumni database, including state of residency, race, and gender. An anonymous donor 

identification number allows us to observe the history of contributions of each donor, regardless 

of alumni status.  Our dataset allows us to make two main contributions relative to the previous 

                                                 
1 Taylor and Martin (1995) also use data from just one research university, but with a smaller sample size of just 371 

alumni. 
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literature.  First, we can examine timing on a much finer scale than previous studies that rely on 

merely annual data, since we observe the day of the donation.  Second, we can exploit 

demographic characteristics of individual donors, which is not possible when using data that 

report just aggregate donation totals. 

We supplement the donations data with publicly available data on National Science 

Foundation (NSF) grants. This dataset contains information on the recipients of the grants, the 

amount of the grant, and the date it was issued. We use this data as a measure of government 

funding to the university.  

We find that large private gifts have a positive, crowd-in effect on the extensive margin 

(number of donations) and little effect on the intensive margin (average dollar amount per dona-

tion) of small private donations. For large gifts defined as over $10 million, we find that the 

number of donations increases by 116 per week within the four weeks following receipt of the 

large gift.  The increase is slightly smaller for large gifts defined by a lower threshold. Large 

public grants have no effect on the extensive margin of small donations, but have a negative ef-

fect on the intensive margin. A $10 million grant decreases the average private donation by about 

$12 to $14 within the following 12 to 26 weeks. Alumni, previous donors, and residents of the 

university's state seem to be more responsive to large private gifts than non-alumni, new donors, 

and out-of-state residents, respectively.  The extensive margin crowding-in effect from large pri-

vate gifts is also found when comparing donations across different units within the university. 

 Other papers have studied crowding out or crowding in effects in the nonprofit sector.  

The large bulk of this literature, including Okten and Weisbrod (2000) and Brooks (2003), looks 

at data across a large number of charities, for example, from the IRS Form 990s that 501(c)3 

organizations are required to file.  Khanna et al. (2000) use similar data but from UK charities.  

Some papers look at more specific types of charities, like public radio stations (Kingma 1989) or 

theatres (Borgonovi 2006).  Several papers use field experiments to test hypotheses related to 

crowd out: Landry et al. (2010) test whether giving a small gift has any effect on donations, 

Kessler (2017) finds that announcements of support have a positive effect on others' giving, and 

Huck et al. (2015) test how different fundraising schemes affect donations.  Andreoni and Payne 

(2003, 2011) extend the literature by examining whether government funding crowds out private 

giving or fundraising expenditures by nonprofits.  Kingma (1989) is among the few papers that 
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explore whether donors respond differently to public contributions than to private contributions; 

he finds that they do not.2      

 The crowding out literature that looks specifically at colleges and universities is smaller.  

Diamond (1999) studies federal funding of science, which includes but is not exclusively grants 

to universities.  He finds no evidence that government funding crowds out private giving.  Payne 

(2001) examines the relationship between private and public funding of universities, and finds 

evidence of crowding out for non-research universities and crowding in for research universities.  

 More generally, there is a literature that examines private giving to universities and its 

determinants, without addressing the issue of crowding out.  Clotfelter (2003) examines the 

determinants of alumni donations to universities and finds that income, graduation, and degree of 

satisfaction all positively affect giving.  In a similar analysis, Monks (2003) finds that 

satisfaction is the most important determinant of giving among young alumni, as does Gaier 

(2005).3  Levin et al. (2016) have access to a data set similar to ours, and they use it to examine 

the determinants of giving among high-capacity donors.  Hungerman and Ottoni-Wilhelm (2016) 

use a similar data set to estimate the tax-price elasticity of charitable giving.  Another large 

literature examines the determinants of charitable giving more generally, not specifically giving 

to universities.  For example, Auten et al. (2002) estimate price and income elasticities for 

charitable giving using variation in tax rates. 

 Our contribution to this literature lies in the use of our unique data set that allows us to 

exploit the timing of individual donations down to the day and allows us to match individual 

donations with donor demographics, including alumni status.  Of the papers that have used 

similar administrative data (e.g. Levin et al. 2016, Hungerman and Ottoni-Wilhelm 2016), none 

have addressed the issues of crowding in or crowding out.  A caveat of our data set is that it does 

not contain any information on fundraising expenditure.  We address this issue in section III.D. 

below and argue that the other advantages of our data set overcome this. 

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: section 2 describes the data used in more 

detail; section 3 lays out our empirical methodology and shows our results. Section 4 concludes.  

                                                 
2 The crowding out phenomenon extends beyond just the response of charitable donations to government funding.  

Federal K-12 school funding may crowd out state and local funding (Gordon 2004), 401(k) savings may crowd out 

other savings (Poterba et al. 1995), and public health insurance may crowd out private insurance (Cutler and Gruber 

1996). 
3 Related analyses include Ade et al. (1994), Okunade et al. (1997), and Taylor and Martin (1995).  Harrison (1995) 

and Harrison et al. (1995) also consider fundraising expenditures. 
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II. Data 

We combine several datasets.  First, we have a unique dataset containing the historical 

charitable donations to the university.  Each observation is a donation, complete with details 

about the time, amount, and donor-specified location unit within the university that will receive 

the donation (e.g. law school or medical school).  Notably, we observe the day that the donation 

is received, allowing us to examine crowding issues at a much finer time scale than previous 

studies which have used annual data. 

We combine the donations dataset with the university's alumni database.  For each alumni 

graduating from the university, this dataset contains several demographic variables, including the 

state of residence, gender, and race.  The alumni dataset and the donation dataset can be merged 

using the donor's identification number (created by the university).  Not all donations will be 

matched to an alumnus (since some donations are made by non-alumni), and not all alumni will 

be matched to a donation (since some alumni never donate). 

The giving dataset contains 1,905,455 total observations (donations) from 466,016 

unique donors.  The alumni dataset contains 429,601 observations (individual alumni).  In total, 

our data contain information from 729,059 unique individuals.  Of those, 263,043 are alumni 

who have never donated (and thus do not appear in the giving dataset).  The remaining 466,016 

individuals are donors; 166,558 of them are alumni, and 299,458 of them are non-alumni.  

Therefore, only 36% of donors are alumni.  Of the 429,601 individuals in the alumni dataset, 

only 39% have ever donated.  Individuals can give multiple times.  Of the 1,905,455 observed 

donations, 58% of them come from alumni.  Among alumni donors, the average number of 

donations is 6.6; among non-alumni donors, the average number is 2.7.  About 0.6% of donations 

observed are duplicates (exact same donor, amount, and day), so we drop these observations. 

Table 1 presents summary statistics of several demographic variables included in the 

alumni database, separately for non-donors and donors.  Donors are older and more likely to be 

white, male, Greek, married, and with children than non-donors.  Table 2 presents summary 

statistics on the giving data, separately by time period and by targeted unit within the university.  

Only one percent of gifts occur before 1970 (the oldest observation is from 1938, but the second 

oldest is 1951).  Deflating to 2000$ using the CPI, the median gift amount is around $50-$100, 

with a mean value more than 10 times higher, indicating substantial skew.  We collapse the 24 
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categories of gift targets into just five.4  "General" gifts account for just under half.  The largest 

targeted category is the medical school.  The "other" category includes gifts to the law school, 

policy school, arts and architecture, and several others.   There is substantial skew across all 

categories.  Median gifts are about $50-$100, except for gifts to athletics, which have a median 

about 4 times higher than the other categories.  

Figure 1 plots the weekly average number of small donations (under $1,000) and the 

weekly average gift amount per small donation for each year between 1950 and 2012. Before the 

late 1980s, the average gift amount for small donations varied over a wide range from under 

$100 to over $300, but then, around 1985, the average gift amount steadied out at around $150. 

The average number of small donations per week steadily increased since around 1970 until 

about 2000, where it leveled out around 1,200 donations per week. The small number of 

donations before 1970 likely contributes to the high variation in donation size during that time 

period.5   

There were 33 gifts over $10 million in our data and 487 gifts over $1 million.  The three 

largest donations in our data set ($200 million, $48.1 million, and $44.9 million) were all 

donated to the medical school. There were 4 other donations larger than $40 million. All of these 

donations received extensive media attention, and were widely publicized on the university's 

website. These donations exemplify donations that potentially cause crowd out or crowd in 

effects. We will investigate the effect that large private gifts have on all other giving.   

We combine these datasets from the university with several additional data sources. First, 

we gather data on federal research grant funding to the university from the National Science 

Foundation (NSF).  While this funding represents only a fraction of government support for the 

university, we are able to observe the day, rather than just the year, in which each grant is 

                                                 
4 The "General" category includes "Chancellor's Greatest Needs" and "General Campus" gifts.  The "other" category 

includes all of the other units listed in Appendix Table A1, which lists the number of gifts, both below and above 

$1000, for each unit. 
5 Appendix Figure A1 plots the average weekly total dollar amount received from small donations for each year 

between 1950 and 2012. This statistic closely follows the pattern of the number of weekly donations, increasing 

steadily between 1970 and 2000, with a tapering off at around $175,000 received per week from small donations. 

These two figures give an idea of a typical week in small donations around the recent peak-years: 1,200 small 

donations received; about $140 per donation; for a total of $168,000 received from small donations.  Appendix 

Figure A2 plots the average number of large donations per week for each year between 1950 and 2012, for each of 

the three different cutoff levels we use in our analysis ($1 million, $5 million, and $10 million). This figure shows 

that large donations seem to mostly follow the business cycle; a boom in large donations round 2000, followed by a 

decrease from 2005-2010, with another increase thereafter. 
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awarded.6  While data are available starting in 1960, it is only starting in 1975 that we observe 

the day that the grant is awarded.     

Second, we use data on media citations of the receipt of large public and private grants by 

the university.  We search the university's online press releases for stories that contain several 

keywords related to private and public grants.7  We create a weekly variable that measures the 

number of stories that week containing these keywords.  These data are available starting from 

1997.  From 1997-2012 (when the donation dataset ends), the number of articles per week that 

are about donations ranges from 0 to 7, with a median of one and a mean of 0.99.  

Third, we search for the history of large fundraising drives at the university.  We find two 

major fundraising drives.  The first ran from January 1, 1982, through December 31, 1988. The 

second ran from January 1, 1997, through December 31, 2005.  We create an indicator variable 

equal to one for weeks during these fundraising drives. 

  

III. Results 

 We use these data to explore several questions about how individual small donations 

respond to large public grants and private gifts – with particular attention paid to whether these 

crowd out or crowd in individual donations on the extensive and/or intensive margins, whether 

there is a different response to public vs. private, whether there is a different response based on 

the demographics of the giver, and whether there are unit-level crowding effects (between the 

different units within the university).  The analytical model presented in the Appendix motivates 

these empirical questions and provides intuition for various effects that could explain both crowd 

in and crowd out. 

 

III.A. Response to Large Private Gifts 

 We use our giving data to identify how small private donations are affected by large 

private gifts, all of which are included in our dataset.  We consider three different specifications 

of what constitutes a "large gift" – either $1 million or more, $5 million or more, or $10 million 

or more (all in 2000$).   For small private donations, we look at those gifts that are $1000 or less.  

                                                 
6 Data on total state funding to the university, but at the annual level, are available from the university's financial 

reports), and from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/).  
7 The keywords that we search for are "donation", "donates", "grant", and "gift". 

https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/
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We aggregate our gift data to the weekly level in the base regressions reported, but we also 

consider daily and monthly aggregation.  For each week, we define an indicator variable equal to 

one if that week is within a time window immediately after the receipt of a large gift.  That time 

window could be 4 weeks, 12 weeks, or 26 weeks.   

 Our estimating equation is 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝐺𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑋𝑡 + 휀𝑡 (1) 

The outcome 𝑦𝑡 is either the total number of (small) donations in week 𝑡, the total dollar amount 

of (small) donations in week 𝑡, or the average dollar amount of (small) donations in week 𝑡.  The 

variable of interest 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝐺𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑡 is the indicator equal to one if the week is within a window after 

a large gift.  The control variables 𝑋𝑡 include a set of year indicators and a set of month-of-year 

indicators.8  Since the variable 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝐺𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑡 is a binary indicator, we are not estimating the 

magnitude of the response (for instance, the percentage of crowd-out), but rather merely trying to 

identify a response. 

 Table 3 presents these regression results.  We find significant positive coefficients on the 

regressions for number of gifts and total gift amount, when the window is 4 weeks and 

occasionally for a 12-week window.   In weeks that are within a 4-week window after a 

$10,000,000 gift, the total amount of small donations is $17,000 greater compared to other weeks 

(controlling for year-fixed-effects and week-of-year-fixed-effects).  With a smaller cutoff 

($5,000,000 or $1,000,000) the magnitude of the coefficient is smaller.  When the dependent 

variable is the number of gifts, the estimated coefficients are significant just for the 4-week 

window.  In weeks that are within a 4-week window after a $10,000,000 gift, there are 116 more 

gifts compared to other weeks.  Lastly, the coefficients on the large gift window indicator are 

insignificant, though usually positive, when the dependent variable is the average dollar amount 

per gift; being within the window of a large gift is correlated with an increase of about $5–$8 in 

average gift size.9 

                                                 
8 Appendix Figure A3 plots the number of large gifts (for each of the three cutoff values for large donations) by 

week-of-year, aggregated across all years in the sample.  This figure demonstrates that there is ample variation in the 

timing of receipt of these gifts across the year, so that we are not artificially picking up timing effects in estimating 

equation 1. 
9 In these regressions, the window includes the week of the large donation itself (though the dependent variable 

includes just small gifts of $1000 or less, not the large donation).  The results are qualitatively robust to defining the 

window to begin the week after the week of the large donation; in these regressions the significant coefficients are 

still significant though about 1/3 to 1/2 smaller.   
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 The results in Table 3 provide evidence that large private gifts crowd in smaller private 

donations, consistent with our signaling theory.  The effect is most pronounced on the total 

number of gifts and the total dollar amount of gifts received, and it is largest within the 4-week 

window after a gift.  There is little effect on the average gift amount, suggesting that the crowd-

in effect works on the extensive margin (bringing in more donors) and not the intensive margin.10  

 To further understand the timing of the impact of the large gifts, Figure 2 shows the raw 

mean of the three outcome variables for each week since a large gift. In this figure, we only 

include weeks that were within a 26-week time window either before or after the large gift.  If a 

particular week is both after a large gift and before a different large gift, as well as within the 

time window of both, we assigned it just to the window for weeks after.11  We assume that once a 

week is out of the time window in the future, the effect of the large donation has worn off, and 

the impact should be comparable to the weeks prior to the large donation. When weeks were 

after two different large donations (but in the time window of both) we assigned them to the most 

recent donation.12  

 Figure 2 presents evidence for crowding in on the extensive margin.  We see an increase 

in the average number of small donations per week during the week of the large gift, followed by 

a slow decline until about 18 weeks after the large gift.  We see the same pattern for the average 

total dollar amount of gifts.  The pattern is most pronounced in response to the $1 million cutoff 

(the top three plots).  By contrast, for the average dollar amount per gift (the last column), like 

the results in Table 3, we see little evidence of an effect on this margin.  Appendix Figures A4 

through A6 replicate these results for other time windows besides the 26-week window, and the 

results are roughly consistent though more pronounced for the 26-week window.  The appendix 

describes additional specifications as well (Appendix Figures A7 through A9 and the related 

text).   

 As a placebo test, we replicate the regressions in Table 3 but replace the windows 

following large gifts with windows preceding the large gift, reverting again to including all 

                                                 
10 In the appendix (Appendix Tables A2 through A5) we discuss alternate specifications of these regressions, and 

results are generally robust.   
11 For example, if a week was 2 weeks after a large donation and 4 weeks before another large donation, we assigned 

the week as being 2 weeks since a large donation. 
12 For example, if a week was both 4 weeks after a large donation and 2 weeks after a different large donation, we 

assign the week to be 2 weeks since a large donation, assuming that the impact is stronger for more recent large 

donations. 
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observations not in the weeks directly before the large gift as control groups.  If the large gift has 

a causal effect, then we would expect the coefficients on the indicators for windows preceding 

the large gift to be zero.  On the whole, this is verified: for the 4-week window and the 

$10,000,000 and $5,000,000 cutoffs, the coefficients are not significantly different from zero 

(and these were significantly positive in Table 3).   

 

III. B. Response to Large Public Grants 

 We replicate the above estimating strategy, but here the independent variable of interest is 

the receipt of a large public NSF grant, rather than a private gift from our giving dataset.  We 

generate the variable of interest from the NSF grant database – it is equal to one if the week is 

within a time window immediately after receipt of the NSF grant.  We use the same three 

specifications for what constitutes a large public grant: $1 million or more, $5 million or more, 

or $10 million or more.  We use the same three time windows: 4 weeks, 12 weeks, and 26 weeks.  

We consider the same three outcome variables: total number of donations, total dollar amount of 

donations, and average dollar amount per donation.  These regressions only include weeks from 

1975 through 2012, since the daily NSF data are available only starting from 1975. 

 Table 4 presents regression results from this specification.  For the number of gifts, there 

is some evidence of crowding in, but only for the longest windows (12 and 26 weeks).  However, 

the coefficients on the award window for both the total dollar amount of gifts and the average 

dollar amount per gift are negative under nearly every specification, and they are significant for 

the average dollar amount per gift in the 12 and 26 week windows.  Within a 12 week window of 

receiving a gift of $10 million or more, the average gift is $14 less and the total dollar amount of 

gifts received is $15,500 less.13   

 Tables 3 and 4 thus show quite different responses to large private gifts and to large 

public grants.  Large private gifts crowd in other gifts, but that effect occurs only on the 

extensive margin (the number of gifts), not the intensive margin (average gift size).  Large public 

                                                 
13 Appendix Tables A6 through A9 consider different specifications that generally verify these results.  In those 

tables we change the value of the cutoff for small gifts to either $500 or $10,000, and we conduct the regressions at 

the daily or monthly rather than weekly level.  In all of these specifications, we again see strong support for 

crowding out on the intensive margin (average gift size).  The evidence for crowding in on the extensive margin 

(total number of gifts) is generally weak, as in the main specification.  Appendix Figure A10 replicates the analysis 

presented in Figure 2, but plots responses to NSF grants rather than large private gifts.  In an unreported regression, 

we replicate the placebo test described earlier for Table 3, in which we test for a response in windows before rather 

than after the receipt of the NSF grant. 
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NSF awards may crowd in small private gifts on the extensive margin, though the coefficient 

sign is not always positive.  But, on the intensive margin, large NSF awards crowd out the 

average amount of smaller private gifts.  The response to large private gifts is generally larger 

and more significant when looking at shorter time windows, whereas the response to large public 

awards is generally larger and more significant when looking at longer time windows.   

 

III. C. Comparison of Response to Public Grants and Private Gifts 

 We next explore whether or not the responses to private gifts and public grants are 

different from each other.  We estimate the equation 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐺𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑋𝑡 + 휀𝑡 (2) 

The two variables measuring gifts are again indicator variables, and we again control for year-

fixed effects and month-of-year fixed effects.   

 Furthermore, to compare the magnitudes of responses to public and to private gifts, we 

control for the size of the large gift, rather than just for an indicator of the receipt of a gift.  The 

variable 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐺𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑡 is the dollar amount of the private gift received within the time 

window of week 𝑡, and likewise for the variable 𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑡.  In the case of overlapping 

gifts within time windows, we sum any large gifts that were within both windows.14  We then 

estimate the regressions 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐺𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑋𝑡 + 휀𝑡 (3) 

Results are presented in Table 5 – which presents regressions with the indicators, from equation 

(2) – and Appendix Table A10 – which presents regressions with the amounts, from equation (3).   

 When controlling for both the private gift and public grant indicators in Table 5, the 

coefficients are not consistently statistically significantly different from zero.  But, the point 

estimates generally reinforce the results from Tables 3 and 4.  Large private gifts crowd in 

smaller gifts on the extensive margin (number of gifts), and large public grants crowd out smaller 

gifts on the intensive margin (average dollars per gift).  The significance of the coefficients on 

large private gifts for the regressions of the total dollar amount of gifts is not as significant as in 

                                                 
14 For example, if there was a $2 million private gift on January 1 and a $1 million private gift on February 1, the 

variable 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐺𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑡 would take the value $2 million in January, $3 million in February and March, and $1 

million in April (assuming a three-month window). 
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Table 3, because in Table 5 we only include years past 1985, when the NSF grant data are 

available.   

We see a similar pattern when looking at the effect of the measure of the size of the gifts 

in Appendix Table A10. The coefficients are in terms of $1 million gifts or grants.  For example, 

for a $10 million cutoff, an additional $1 million of large public awards decreases the number of 

small private gifts by 4.84 and decreases the total dollar amount of small private gifts by $1,060, 

in each of the following 4 weeks.  This represents crowding out of about 0.4% ($1,000 per week 

times 4 weeks divided by $1 million).  For a $10 million cutoff under the 12-week window, the 

coefficient of $793 of crowding out per $1 million of grant money represents crowding out of 

0.95%.  The size of large private gifts does not seem to have an effect on the number of gifts or 

the dollar amount of gifts.   

 

III. D. Control for Fundraisers and Media Citations  

 The associations we find above between large gifts and smaller gifts may indicate 

crowding in or crowding out, but there may also be several confounding factors that do not allow 

us to identify causality.  First, the university is not a passive receiver of gifts; it engages in 

fundraising and conducts large fundraising drives.  During drives, we would expect more large 

gifts and more small gifts, biasing upwards the correlation between these two types of donations.  

Second, what may be more important than the receipt of large gifts is the advertising of such 

receipts – if potential donors do not know about these gifts they cannot be aware of and respond 

to them.   

 Therefore, we include two additional sets of controls to our regressions.  First, we create 

an indicator variable 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡 that is equal to one if week 𝑡 is during a large fundraising 

drive.  Second, we create a variable 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡 that equals the number of media stories that appear 

during week 𝑡 that mention the public or private grants.  Regressions that control for these 

additional controls are reported in Appendix Tables A11 and A12 and discussed in the appendix.  

Our main results are robust to these additional controls. 

 Admittedly our fundraising control is coarse – it is merely a binary indicator equal to one 

during the years in which a large fundraising drive is going on, and there is no intra-year 

variation.  It would be preferable to have more detailed fundraising data – for example, a 

measure of fundraising expenditures at the daily or weekly level.  Then, we could control for 
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fundraising in a manner similar to Andreoni and Payne (2003).  Though we lack these data, we 

nonetheless argue that it does not present a problem for our empirical results.  Our detailed, daily 

data combined with year-fixed effects and week-of-year-fixed effects allow us to make a 

plausible case that the fixed effects are picking up any variation in this unobserved confounder.  

If there is substantial variation in fundraising expenditure or effort even after controlling for 

these fixed effects, then our estimated relationship between large gifts and smaller donations may 

be also due in part to the mediating effect of fundraising. In any case, our estimated effects still 

have a valid interpretation as an effect on private donations net of any effect on fundraising. 

  

 

III. E. Comparison of Response based on Donor Demographics 

 Next we examine how the demographic characteristics of the donors affect their 

responses to large public and private gifts.15  As mentioned earlier, our unique dataset allows us 

to match individual donations to donor characteristics in a way that has not been done before in 

the literature, aside from relatively small field experiments. First, we compare donations from 

alumni to donations from non-alumni.  We create an outcome variable  for each set of donors; 

that is, one variable that measures the total dollar amount of small gifts from alumni in a week 

and one that measures the total dollar amount from non-alumni.  We run two separate regressions 

and compare the responses of alumni to non-alumni.  These results are presented in the first two 

columns of Table 6.  

We also consider the effect of demographic variables from the alumni database, including 

gender, race, and state of residency (comparing those who live in the university's state to those 

who do not).  For this analysis, we will only be able to use the donations from alumni for which 

we have demographic information.  58% of donations are from alumni linked in the database, 

and some of those alumni observations are missing demographic information.16  We create a new 

outcome variable for several demographic groups.  For instance, we create the total dollar 

amount of gifts in a week from in-state residents, and the total amount from out-of-state 

                                                 
15 This analysis is related to the several papers cited earlier, including Clotfelter (2003) and Monks (2003), that 

estimate the demographic determinants of alumni giving. Here, though, we look instead for differential crowd out or 

crowd in by demographic group.  
16 See Table 1; most observations of donors contain gender, marital status, and age, but 45% of the observations are 

missing race. 
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residents.  Lastly, we separately consider donations from previous donors and those from new 

donors.  These include donations from both alumni and non-alumni, since we have a unique 

donor identifier for both types of donors.  These results are presented in the remainder of Table 6.  

For large private gifts we use a 4-week window and for large public grants we use a 12-week 

window, and for both types of gifts we use $10 million as the cutoff value for a large gift.  We 

select these values based on the results in the previous tables, which show that these values 

generate the most substantial effects. 

As in the previous results that do not differentiate by demographic group (Tables 3 

through 5), we see for all demographic groups a positive crowd-in effect on the extensive margin 

(number of gifts) in response to large private gifts, and a negative, crowd-out effect on the 

intensive margin (average dollars per gift) in response to large public grants. There is only 

modest evidence for different responses based on the demographics of the donors.  On the 

intensive margin (average dollars per gift), there is no evidence of any difference in response 

between any of the demographic groups.  On the extensive margin (number of gifts), the 

response to large private gifts is always positive, but there are some substantial differences in 

magnitude.  Notably, the effect among alumni donors is about three times larger than the effect 

among non-alumni donors, and the latter coefficient is not significant.  One might suspect that a 

signaling crowd-in effect will be weaker among alumni donors, who are more knowledgeable 

about the university and therefore less likely to need an information signal.  However, Levitt et 

al. (2016) find evidence for a quality signaling effect even among high-capacity previous donors. 

We also find that the effect among previous donors is about ten times as high as the 

(insignificant) effect among new donors.  This is analogous to previous literature that finds 

differences in responses between "warm list" and "cold list" donors (e.g. Landry et al. 2010).  

Men, whites, and in-state residents show a larger crowding in effect than women, non-whites, 

and out-of-state residents, respectively.  On the intensive margin (average dollars per gift), the 

negative coefficient on public grants is significant and roughly the same magnitude for all 

demographic subgroups.   

The result from the comparison of in-state to out-of-state residents is consistent with our 

theoretical model in the Appendix, which predicts a larger crowd-out effect in response to public 

funding from taxpayers.  However, the public funding in the data is federal, not state, so the 

distinction between in-state and out-of-state residents may not be appropriate. However, the 
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crucial determinant in this effect is the salience of the public funding. In-state residents may see 

news stories or hear reports about public funding to the university more than out-of-state 

residents and thus we would expect differences in giving patterns to the university.  

 

III. F. Comparison of Response across Units of the University 

 Next, we exploit the fact that we can identify the unit within the university to which the 

gift is targeted. Appendix Table A1 lists the 24 units to which gifts are targeted; Table 2 collapses 

these into five groups and presents summary statistics. By identifying the unit within the 

university, we can test for whether there is crowding out or crowding in within or across units.  

For example, does a large gift to the medical school crowd out smaller donations to the 

engineering school?   

 We use a difference-in-differences strategy.  We reshape the data so that each observation 

is a unit-week.  Each unit-week observation contains the number of small donations, the total 

sum of money received in small donations, and the average gift size of small donations. We 

restrict the sample to only those weeks that are either within a specified time window before or 

after the large gift or grant.  We then define an indicator variable (Same Unit) that is equal to one 

if the unit is the same as the unit of the “local” large donation (“local” meaning the large 

donation in the time window). If there were multiple large donations in the time window, we set 

the Same Unit variable equal to one if the unit is the same as the unit of any of the local large 

donations. We define an indicator variable for whether the week occurred after the large donation 

(Post) rather than before (within the specified time window).  

 For the large private gifts, the unit to which they are made is indicated in the giving 

database.  For the NSF grants it is not.  Instead, the NSF data provide us with the NSF 

organization awarding the grant, which we use to match the grant to the unit within the 

university.  For example, a grant from the NSF Division of Chemistry is assigned to the 

university's liberal arts college, which contains the chemistry department.  All of the NSF grants 

are matched to one of just three units: the liberal arts college, the engineering school, and the 

education school.  The location of the NSF grant only matters inasmuch as the location is known 

(or inferred) by the donors. NSF grants generally are not given to fine arts units, so the unit-level 

classification captures more narrow substitution than individual donors may actually be making.  
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We run regressions controlling for unit, week-of-year, and year fixed effects.  We include 

both the SameUnit indicator and the Post indicator, as well as the interaction term.  Our 

estimating equation is 

𝑦𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛽1 + 𝛽2𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽4𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑡 × 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽5𝑋𝑖,𝑡 + 휀𝑖,𝑡 

We run this regression for each of the three large donation cutoff values, for each of the three 

different time windows, and for each of the three outcome variables.  Table 7 presents the 

regression results when the large gift windows are based on the large private gifts from the 

university giving data.  Table 8 presents the results when they are based on the large NSF grants. 

 Unit-level crowd-in would imply that the coefficient on the interaction term is positive.  

In Table 7 eight of nine cases suggest unit level crowd-in on the extensive margin (five of which 

are statistically significant at the 1% level), mixed evidence on the intensive margin (5 cases 

show insignificant crowd out, 4 cases show insignificant crowd-in), and seven of nine cases 

suggest overall crowd-in (4 of which are significant at the 1% level). The $5 million-26 week 

window is the only case giving evidence for unit-level crowd-out in the number of gifts panel 

(extensive margin) and is only joined by the $10 million-26 week window in giving evidence for 

unit-level crowd-out in terms of the total amount of money received. Average gift amount per 

donation has low variation in most cases, and could be an artifact of default options on donation 

websites or in donation forms.  

 In Table 8, there is mixed evidence of unit-level crowd out on the extensive margin.  Four 

of nine coefficients are positive (three significantly so), including all three for the $1,000,000 

cutoff.  Two of the five negative coefficients are significant.  The results are slightly more 

consistent for the intensive margin; six of nine coefficients are negative, including the only 

significant one, indicating crowd out.  This corresponds to the stronger evidence for intensive-

margin crowd out from NSF grants in Table 4.     

 To get a clearer understanding of the timing of the impact, we classify each week based 

on the number of weeks since a large donation occurred. For weeks that had multiple positive 

values of the weeks since variable (a week could be both 3 weeks and 13 weeks after two differ-

ent large donations), we assigned the lower value.17 We took a similar approach for weeks prior 

to the large donation, using the value closer to 0. If a week fell both before a large donation and 

                                                 
17 Thus, if a week was both 3 weeks and 13 weeks after two different large donations, we assigned the week to be 3 

weeks since the large donation. 
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(within the time frame) after a different large donation, we assigned the weeks since variable to 

be the positive value. The assumption here is that the large donation has no effect on future dona-

tions made in weeks beyond the time frame, similar to weeks before the large donation. That is, 

the crowding effect “wears off” after a long enough time period. We then define indicator varia-

bles for each week since the large donation. Appendix Table A13 presents our results for the re-

sponse to large private gifts, and Appendix Table A14 is for large government grants. 

 Appendix Tables A13 and A14 give numeric values for the 4 week window for only 

coefficients for 2 or fewer weeks before or after the large donation. The estimating equation is 

𝑦𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛽1 + ∑ 𝛿𝑡

𝜏

𝑡= −𝜏

𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠_𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡 + ∑ 𝛾𝑡

𝜏

𝑡= −𝜏

𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠_𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡 × 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛽3𝑋𝑖,𝑡 + 휀𝑖,𝑡 

where we include a different coefficient for each weeks-since indicator. These regressions con-

trol for unit, year, and week-of-year fixed effects. The coefficients of interest are the interaction 

terms, 𝛾𝑡, which interact the indicator for donations to the same unit as the large donation and the 

indicators for each number of weeks before and after the large donation.  

Each of the coefficients on the interaction terms in Appendix Table A13 is negative and 

statistically significant for the total number of gifts and the total dollar amount gifts regressions. 

The omitted group is 0 weeks since the large donation. This suggests that the outcome variable 

during the week of the large donation is significantly larger than during the weeks before and af-

ter. This suggests crowding in on the extensive margin, but crowding in only in the week of the 

large gift. The magnitudes of the coefficients for the interaction terms after the large donation are 

generally the same as the coefficients on the interaction terms before the large donation, suggest-

ing the effect only lasts the week of the large donation. The coefficients in the average gift 

amount are not significantly different from zero, suggesting no crowding effect on the intensive 

margin. We also find significant positive coefficients on the indicator for the same unit for the 

total number of small donations and the total dollar amount regressions. There are more small 

donations made to the same unit as the large donation, but again only within the week of the 

large donation.  For the response to large NSF grants, presented in Appendix Table A14, the re-

sults are generally insignificant. 

 The Appendix also describes additional analysis at the unit-level, presented in Appendix 

Tables A15 through A17. 
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IV. Conclusion 

 We use a unique dataset, which combines daily-level donation information with 

demographic information on donors, to estimate the determinants of private donations to a large 

nonprofit organization.  In particular, we explore the extent to which large public and/or private 

funding may crowd out or crowd in small private donations.  Our theory describes several 

mechanisms by which funding can have positive (crowd in) or negative (crowd out) effects on 

donations.  We test these hypotheses using our data.  We find evidence of extensive margin 

crowding in from large private gifts and intensive margin crowding out from large government 

grants.  Some donor demographic characteristics affect the magnitude of the response to large 

private gifts. 

 Our research is relevant to the literature examining crowd-in and crowd-out (Andreoni 

1993, Landry et al. 2010).  Uniquely, we use a dataset with observations at the individual 

donation level matched to donor characteristics, rather than aggregated annual data at the 

organization level or smaller samples of collected data (e.g. from field experiments).  The 

limitation is that our data is just from one organization.  The advantage is that we have much 

richer information about the timing of donations and about the donor.   

Future research could make use of similar donation-level data sets from a broader range 

of universities across varying geographic areas as well as private versus public universities. This 

research is especially valuable to universities or other charitable organizations seeking to 

maximize revenue from fundraising.  
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Figure 1: Small Gift Time Series 

 

Notes:  This figure shows average number of small gifts (under $1,000) per week (left axis) and 

the average amount per gift per week for small gifts (right axis) over time.  
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Figure 2 
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Table 1: Summary statistics of Alumni Database 

 Non-Donors Donors Total 

Observations 263043 166558 429601 

White 0.466 

(0.499) 

[144334] 

0.599 

(0.490) 

[92878] 

0.518 

(0.500) 

[237212] 

Female 0.507 

(0.500) 

[262912] 

0.451 

(0.498) 

[166557] 

0.485 

(0.500) 

[429469] 

Fraternity/Sorority 0.084 

(0.277) 

[263043] 

0.159 

(0.366) 

[166558] 

0.113 

(0.317) 

[429601] 

Ever Married 0.198 

(0.398) 

[263043] 

0.538 

(0.499) 

[166558] 

0.330 

(0.470) 

[429601] 

Number of Children 0.092 

(0.467) 

[263043] 

0.369 

(0.889) 

[166558] 

0.199 

(0.677) 

[429601] 

In-state Resident 0.784 

(0.411) 

[220391] 

0.784 

(0.411) 

[154889] 

0.784 

(0.411) 

[375280] 

Birth Year 1965 

(17) 

[223341] 

1957 

(18) 

[154820] 

1962 

(18) 

[378161] 

First Degree Year 1985 

(20) 

[263043] 

1981 

(19) 

[166558] 

1983 

(20) 

[429601] 

 

Notes: Table displays the mean value, the standard deviation (in parentheses), and the number of 

non-missing observations [in square brackets].  All variables are binary indicators except for 

birth year and first degree year. 
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Table 2: Summary Statistics of Gift Database 

 Number of gifts (% of 

total) 

Mean Gift Amount 

(2000$) 

Median Gift 

Amount (2000$) 

 By Decade 

1938-1969 24490 (1%) 3860 108 

1970-1979 162307 (9%) 831 49 

1980-1989 360957 (19%) 1003 72 

1990-1999 537730 (28%) 1547 109 

2000-2009 653949 (35%) 2819 87 

2010-2012 153862 (8%) 2772 77 

 By Gift Allocation 

General 829785 (44%) 393 62 

Medical School 371072 (20%) 4529 76 

Athletics 139745 (7%) 1614 331 

Liberal Arts College 103188 (5%) 3376 81 

Other 449504 (24%) 2476 98 

 

Notes: "General" includes the categories "Chancellor's Greatest Needs" and "General Campus". 

"Other" includes all other units listed in Appendix Table A1.  
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Table 3: Response to Large Private Gifts 

# of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

116.0*** 44.45 -10.05 55.67** 17.60 -29.50 42.62** 18.78 5.482 

(35.38) (29.01) (28.42) (24.77) (20.07) (22.07) (16.78) (18.55) (21.26) 

Total $ of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

16,578*** 15,166*** 4760 14,128*** 6,209* -2,165 6,096** 4190 3,629 

(6,250) (5117) (5016) (4,369) (3540) (3,897) (2,963) (3273) (3,752) 

Average $ per gift 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-3.377 5.59 8.748 8.706 7.26 7.763 1.602 6.73 9.265 

(9.307) (7.62) (7.460) (6.513) (5.28) (5.837) (4.459) (5.03) (5.898) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being within a window of a large private 

gift, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the average dollar 

amount per gift.  Regressions also include year indicators and week-of-year indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are at the weekly 

level, and include just the years 1950-2012.  The number of observations is 3239 for the # of gifts and total $ of gifts regressions, and 

it is 2845 for the average $ per gift regressions. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 4: Response to Large Public Grants 

# of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-72.41 25.94 57.23* -21.56 74.09** 57.33** -9.822 36.46** 7.569 

(61.96) (39.63) (30.54) (45.04) (31.47) (27.20) (21.18) (18.52) (23.05) 

Total $ of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-19,224* -15,502** -4,052 -6,978 -612.5 -1,683 -1,772 2,345 -3,783 

(10,798) (6,902) (5,329) (7,853) (5,495) (4,748) (3,692) (3,232) (4,018) 

Average $ per gift 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-5.295 -14.46*** -12.80*** -6.618 -12.04*** -12.65*** 0.411 -3.151* -11.03*** 

(6.233) (3.972) (3.060) (4.528) (3.157) (2.723) (2.130) (1.863) (2.304) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being within a window of a large public 

NSF award, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the 

average dollar amount per gift.  Regressions also include year indicators and week-of-year indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are 

at the weekly level, and include just the years 1975-2012.  The number of observations is 1939 for all regressions. *** p<0.01, ** 

p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 5: Comparison of Response to Private Gifts and Public Grants – Indicators 

 # of gifts 

 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private 94.25** 11.96 23.88 32.34 18.33 -14.67 14.74 14.20 -40.49 

 (40.37) (33.14) (32.66) (29.01) (23.79) (27.19) (20.45) (25.51) (33.17) 

Public -70.18 26.48 60.29* -21.60 73.34** 58.17** -9.570 36.42** 9.720 

 (61.89) (39.67) (30.82) (45.04) (31.49) (27.25) (21.18) (18.52) (23.11) 

 Total $ of gifts 

 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private 12,681* 8,955 5,000 7,316 3,663 -1,551 -177.4 2,261 3,330 

 (7,039) (5,767) (5,699) (5,056) (4,154) (4,746) (3,567) (4,452) (5,784) 

Public -18,923* -15,100** -3,412 -6,988 -763.2 -1,594 -1,775 2,338 -3,960 

 (10,793) (6,904) (5,378) (7,851) (5,498) (4,757) (3,694) (3,233) (4,031) 

 Average $ per gift 

 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private -4.069 3.401 2.773 1.501 0.454 3.005 -3.238 -0.550 13.54*** 

 (4.066) (3.321) (3.272) (2.917) (2.387) (2.721) (2.056) (2.566) (3.302) 

Public -5.392 -14.31*** -12.45*** -6.620 -12.06*** -12.82*** 0.355 -3.150* -11.75*** 

 (6.234) (3.975) (3.088) (4.529) (3.160) (2.727) (2.129) (1.864) (2.301) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being within a window of a large private 

gift or a large public NSF award, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total dollar 

amount of gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift.  Regressions also include year indicators and week-of-year indicators, and a 
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constant.  Regressions are at the weekly level, and include just the years 1975-2012.  The number of observations is 1939 for all 

regressions. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 6: Comparison of Response based on Donor Demographics 

 Alumni Non-

alumni 

Men Women Whites Non-

whites 

In-state 

Resident 

Out-of-

State 

Resident 

Previous 

Donors 

New 

Donors 

 # of gifts  

Private  72.05*** 25.53 43.77*** 28.28*** 33.55*** 8.628** 59.37*** 13.24** 89.52*** 8.057 

(26.59) (18.52) (16.52) (10.69) (10.66) (4.307) (20.64) (5.595) (34.63) (12.30) 

Public  10.03 23.30 3.541 6.485 -6.199 -10.71** -2.523 5.231 9.287 24.04** 

(26.07) (18.16) (16.20) (10.48) (10.45) (4.224) (20.24) (5.486) (33.96) (12.06) 

 Total $ of gifts 

Private  10,294** 1,427 6,465** 3,829*** 4,184** 1,375** 8,665** 1,954** 12,174* -452.9 

(4,581) (2,930) (3,288) (1,421) (1,924) (628.2) (3,769) (889.3) (6,346) (1,345) 

Public  -9,382** -5,232* -6,954** -2,429* -4,981*** -2,207*** -9,474** -486.5 -14,017** -597.6 

(4,492) (2,873) (3,225) (1,394) (1,886) (615.9) (3,696) (872.0) (6,223) (1,319) 

 Average $ per gift 

Private  -1.565 -10.03** -3.471 0.714 -3.832 4.527 -1.747 0.728 -3.616 -2.832 

(4.696) (4.297) (5.390) (4.049) (5.098) (6.168) (4.996) (4.719) (4.615) (3.923) 

Public  -15.92*** -14.89*** -17.07*** -13.31*** -14.68*** -14.79** -16.98*** -10.82** -14.95*** -10.94*** 

(4.605) (4.213) (5.286) (3.970) (4.999) (6.050) (4.899) (4.627) (4.525) (3.847) 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficients (and standard errors) on the indicators for being within a 4-week window of a 

large ($10 million or more) private gift or within a 12-week window of a large ($10 million or more) public grant, in regressions 

where the dependent variable is either the number of gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift, just 

from the specified demographic groups.  Regressions also include year indicators and week-of-year indicators, and a constant.  

Regressions are at the weekly level, and include just the years 1975-2012.  The number of observations is 1939 for all regressions. *** 

p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 7: Unit-Level, Difference-in-differences – Large Private Gifts 

 # of gifts 
 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

After 2.926 -0.0616 -0.847 4.256** 0.251 -1.673 0.444 -1.201 -2.450** 

 (2.940) (1.739) (1.724) (1.840) (1.185) (1.202) (0.971) (1.021) (1.071) 

Same Unit -12.89 -2.542 0.673 -8.521 11.13*** 16.71*** -7.260** -17.06*** -18.57*** 

 (8.656) (5.703) (5.055) (5.845) (3.710) (3.607) (3.321) (3.272) (3.033) 

Interaction 25.72** 6.934 2.717 21.55*** 4.234 -3.978 11.53*** 23.94*** 27.04*** 

 (10.51) (6.649) (5.497) (7.110) (4.347) (3.823) (3.604) (3.315) (3.050) 

N 4,536 10,104 15,072 9,336 21,192 30,696 29,136 43,464 54,096 

 Total $ of gifts 
 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

After 243.9 7.615 -73.89 530.0 -18.11 -300.0 -77.30 -314.6* -339.9* 

 (535.3) (330.3) (319.2) (349.3) (211.4) (211.9) (174.9) (172.8) (175.7) 

Same Unit -1,605 -1,068 -125.5 -967.7 1,363** 2,385*** -1,619*** -2,806*** -2,544*** 

 (1,576) (1,083) (936.1) (1,110) (662.0) (636.0) (598.0) (553.8) (497.3) 

Interaction 2,591 138.7 -846.4 2,957** 42.30 -1,125* 2,545*** 4,086*** 4,611*** 

 (1,913) (1,263) (1,018) (1,350) (775.5) (674.2) (649.0) (561.1) (500.0) 

N 4,536 10,104 15,072 9,336 21,192 30,696 29,136 43,464 54,096 

 Average $ per gift 
 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

After -4.182 -7.150** -1.127 0.312 -6.105** -4.355* -5.034** -1.107 3.133 

 (5.409) (3.336) (3.270) (3.604) (2.413) (2.584) (2.128) (2.629) (3.187) 

Same Unit -21.84* -23.38** -7.469 3.533 -8.999 -17.33*** -0.714 -5.384 -8.697 

 (13.02) (9.107) (7.926) (9.474) (6.396) (6.635) (5.751) (6.284) (6.519) 

Interaction 8.251 3.910 -6.729 -10.56 -1.022 12.24* 1.961 6.370 14.14** 

 (16.06) (10.64) (8.727) (11.50) (7.454) (6.998) (6.277) (6.394) (6.588) 

N 2,949 6,619 9,928 5,778 12,989 18,173 17,651 24,492 28,207 
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Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficients (and standard errors) for three indicators variables specifying weeks after a large 

donation (but still in the listed time window), donations made to the same unit as the large donation that occurred in the same time 

window, and an interaction between the two; in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total 

dollar amount of gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift. When there were multiple large private gifts in the same window, the 

“Same Unit” indicator is equal to one if the unit is equal to the unit of any of the large donations in the time window.  If weeks were 

both before and after a large donation, but in the time window for both, the “After” indicator was set to one. Regressions also include 

year indicators, week-of-year indicators, unit indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are at the donation-week level, and include just 

the years 1950-2012. Observations are only included if they are within the specified time window distance either before or after a 

large donation. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 8: Unit-Level, Difference-in-differences – Large Public Grants 

 # of gifts 
 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

After -1.020 -5.495 -5.689** -0.955 0.278 -4.657*** -4.080*** 1.683* 1.271 

 (9.269) (4.542) (2.293) (3.800) (2.448) (1.585) (1.308) (0.881) (0.980) 

Same Unit 6.589 -7.505 -12.22** -7.587 -9.314 -8.177* 3.801 -0.905 3.073 

 (11.49) (7.874) (5.558) (8.852) (5.748) (4.317) (4.874) (3.436) (3.569) 

Interaction -3.168 12.93 15.94** 2.808 2.812 7.853 -1.625 -0.323 -3.511 

 (14.01) (9.607) (6.526) (10.58) (6.893) (4.992) (5.136) (3.334) (3.358) 

N 1,728 5,184 11,064 3,192 8,376 16,368 17,280 34,104 43,032 

 Total $ of gifts 
 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

After -766.9 -730.6 -1,508*** 50.40 -360.4 -1,079*** -677.6*** -10.69 -246.7 

 (1,536) (857.6) (430.9) (701.7) (439.5) (282.3) (240.7) (155.0) (170.9) 

Same Unit 398.0 -1,371 -1,813* -375.3 -1,100 -1,227 -589.7 -889.9 -1,069* 

 (1,904) (1,487) (1,045) (1,635) (1,032) (768.8) (896.4) (604.4) (622.0) 

Interaction 372.3 2,938 3,128** 555.2 1,245 2,070** 470.3 242.4 404.0 

 (2,323) (1,814) (1,227) (1,954) (1,238) (888.9) (944.7) (586.5) (585.4) 

N 1,728 5,184 11,064 3,192 8,376 16,368 17,280 34,104 43,032 

 Average $ per gift 
 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

After 15.61 -2.398 -10.93** -6.783 -10.81** -11.34*** -1.213 -1.556 -6.174*** 

 (22.72) (8.652) (4.339) (9.480) (5.270) (3.151) (2.809) (2.041) (2.294) 

Same Unit 8.702 2.013 9.516 4.132 0.973 5.975 0.433 -0.937 -6.189 

 (22.91) (12.39) (8.569) (18.64) (9.859) (6.974) (8.437) (6.284) (6.641) 

Interaction -5.921 -4.779 -3.985 11.37 9.341 5.485 -1.426 -7.357 -1.593 

 (27.88) (15.12) (10.12) (22.23) (11.90) (8.107) (8.908) (6.114) (6.244) 

N 1,134 3,460 7,458 2,063 5,458 10,632 10,727 20,980 26,388 
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Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficients (and standard errors) for three indicators variables specifying weeks after a large 

donation (but still in the listed time window), donations made to the same unit as the large donation that occurred in the same time 

window, and an interaction between the two; in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total 

dollar amount of gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift. When there were multiple large NSF grants in the same window, the 

“Same Unit” indicator is equal to one if the unit is equal to the unit of any of the large donations in the time window.  If weeks were 

both before and after a large donation, but in the time window for both, the “After” indicator was set to one. Regressions also include 

year indicators, week-of-year indicators, unit indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are at the donation-week level, and include just 

the years 1975-2012. Observations are only included if they are within the specified time window distance either before or after a 

large grant. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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A.I. Model 

 Here we present a simple model of crowd out and crowd in to frame the empirical 

analysis of the paper.  Many of the features of this model are shared with previous models in the 

crowd out literature.  Though we do not attempt to structurally estimate the model, the model 

nonetheless provides a helpful framework for interpreting the reduced-form regression results in 

the paper. 

We consider how government grants and private gifts to an organization affect a donor's 

level of giving.  We allow for the quality of the organization to be uncertain, so that large grants 

or gifts may serve as quality signals.  We also allow for different organizations (or for different 

units within an organization), and for giving over time. 

 

A.I.a. Base-case, one-charity, one-period model 

 Consider a representative consumer endowed with income  y  who is deciding over how 

much to donate to a single charity,  d,  and how much to spend on the composite consumption 

good,  c.  She faces a tax imposed by a government, 𝜏.  The consumer's budget constraint is 𝑦 ≥

𝑐 + 𝑑 + 𝜏.   

 The consumer has preferences over consumption and over the level of charitable activity 

𝐺.  The quality of the charity is 𝛼;  a higher value of 𝛼 indicates a higher-quality charity.  The 

consumer's utility is 𝑈(𝑐, 𝐺; 𝛼).  Assume that utility from consumption is separable from utility 

from the charity, as in Andreoni (2006): 𝑈(𝑐, 𝐺; 𝛼) = 𝑢(𝑐) + 𝜈(𝐺, 𝛼),  with 𝑢′ > 0, 𝑢′′ <

0, 𝜈𝐺 > 0, 𝜈𝐺𝐺 < 0, 𝜈𝛼 > 0, and 𝜈𝐺𝛼 > 0. This last inequality ensures that the marginal utility of 

charitable activity is increasing in charity quality. 

 The consumer does not observe 𝛼 but has a belief 𝜇 that describes her assessment of the 

probability distribution of 𝛼. Suppose that 𝛼 can take only one of two values:  𝛼𝐿 or 𝛼𝐻,  with 

𝛼𝐿 < 𝛼𝐻 .  Let  𝜇  denote the consumer's belief that  𝛼 = 𝛼𝐻.  The consumer maximizes 

expected utility:  𝑢(𝑐)  +  𝜇𝑣(𝐺, 𝛼𝐻)  + (1– 𝜇)𝑣(𝐺, 𝛼𝐿).   

 The total level of charitable activity  𝐺 is determined by four sources: the consumer's 

voluntary contribution  d,  the consumer's tax payment  𝜏 (all of which is goes to the charity), an 
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exogenous level of public contributions 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏 (not including the consumer's tax payment),  and 

an exogenous level of private contributions 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣.  Thus  𝐺 = 𝑑 +  𝜏 +  𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏  +  𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣. 

 The consumer does not directly observe  𝛼,  but she does observe total private gifts  𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣  

and total public grants  𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏  +  𝜏.  Her beliefs about charity quality may be determined by the 

level of public or private grants that she sees the charity receiving:  𝜇 =  𝜇(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏  +  𝜏, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣).  

Public and private grants may have differential signaling effects.18 

 The consumer's decision can be written as 

𝑚𝑎𝑥 
𝑑≥0

 𝑢(𝑦 − 𝑑 − 𝜏) + 𝜇(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏 + 𝜏, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣) ∙ 𝑣(𝜏 + 𝑑 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣, 𝛼𝐻)

+ (1 − 𝜇(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏 + 𝜏, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣)) ∙ 𝑣(𝜏 + 𝑑 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣, 𝛼𝐿) 

Assuming an interior solution, this yields a first-order condition of: 

−𝑢′(𝑦 − 𝑑 − 𝜏) + 𝜇(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏 + 𝜏, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣) ∙ 𝑣𝐺(𝜏 + 𝑑 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣, 𝛼𝐻)

+ (1 − 𝜇(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏 + 𝜏, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣)) ∙ 𝑣𝐺(𝜏 + 𝑑 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣, 𝛼𝐿) = 0 

This first-order condition can be used for comparative statics.  In particular, how does a change 

in the tax imposed on the consumer affect her donation?  The implicit function theorem shows 

that 

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝜏
= −1 +

𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝜏
∙

𝑣𝐺(𝐺, 𝛼𝐻) − 𝑣𝐺(𝐺, 𝛼𝐿)

−𝑢′′(𝑐) − 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺)]
 

  (1) 

Here  𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺)]  =  𝜇𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺, 𝛼𝐻)  + (1– 𝜇)𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺, 𝛼𝐿)  is the expected value of the second 

derivative of the subutility from the charitable good.  If a consumer's belief about charity quality 

is independent of the tax  (𝑑𝜇/𝑑𝜏 =  0),  then this derivative is −1.  In other words, absent any 

signaling effect, an increased government contribution to the charity is perfectly crowded out by 

a decreased private contribution.  This result is originally found in Warr (1982) and Roberts 

(1984).    

 The remainder of the expression represents a signaling effect.  It is of the same sign as  

𝑑𝜇/𝑑𝜏  (the denominator is positive from the concavity of  u  and  v,  and the numerator is 

positive from the assumption on the cross-partial derivative of  v).  If a higher level of 

                                                 
18The belief function  𝜇(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏  +  𝜏, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣) is exogenous; for a more general treatment in which beliefs are derived 

from donors' actions in a Bayesian equilibrium see Heutel (2009). 
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government grants from  𝜏  signals to the consumer that the charity is more likely to be high 

quality, then the signaling effect will lead her to increase her contributions.  The magnitude of 

this depends on parameters, including by how much the signal affects her beliefs.  This positive 

signaling effect may or may not dominate the negative crowd-out effect.  This signaling effect is 

found also in the model in Payne (2001). 

 The classic one-for-one crowd out result was replicated when the increase in government 

funding of the charity came directly from the consumer, via  𝜏.  Consider instead an increase in  

𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏,  the exogenous level of government grants (i.e. not funding coming directly from the 

consumer). 

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏
= −1 +

𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏
∙

𝑣𝐺(𝐺, 𝛼𝐻) − 𝑣𝐺(𝐺, 𝛼𝐿)

−𝑢′′(𝑐) − 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺)]
+

𝑢′′(𝑐)

𝑢′′(𝑐) + 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺)]
 

(2) 

The first term (classic crowd-out) and second term (signaling) are identical to the two respective 

terms in equation 1 for 
𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝜏
 (since beliefs  𝜇  are affected by  𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏  or by 𝜏 in the same way).  The 

third term is an income effect, and it is positive but less than one.  An exogenous increase in 

government funding increases the utility that the consumer gets from the charity at no cost to the 

consumer, therefore she will reallocate more of her income from charitable donations to private 

consumption.  If there is no signaling effect (second term), then the net derivative is strictly 

between −1 and 0: there is crowding-out but less than one-for-one.   

 The distinction between  𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝜏  and  𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏  depends on this income effect.  In 

practice, the relevant question is whether or not the increase in government funding is directly 

tied to a decrease in the consumer's wealth via a tax, and whether the consumer recognizes this.  

For instance, if a consumer learns that a charity's government grants increase, he may infer 

(perhaps correctly) that the increased funding came not from increased taxes but rather from a 

reallocation of government expenditures from something that he did not care for to something 

that he does.  In this instance, the increased government funding will create an additional income 

effect that will not be present if the consumer infers that the increased government grant is being 

paid for by him. 

 The last comparative static result from this one-period, one-charity model is the effect on 

donations of a change in private grants: 
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𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣
= −1 +

𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣
∙

𝑣𝐺(𝐺, 𝛼𝐻) − 𝑣𝐺(𝐺, 𝛼𝐿)

−𝑢′′(𝑐) − 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺)]
+

𝑢′′(𝑐)

𝑢′′(𝑐) + 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺)]
 

(3) 

As in equation 2, here there are three terms: the first representing one-for-one crowding-out, the 

second signaling, and the third an income effect. The crowd-out effect and the income effect are 

identical to the analogous terms in the equation 2 for expression for 𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏.  The signaling 

effect differs only in that it depends on  
𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣
.  Thus, if a consumer's beliefs are affected 

differentially by public vs. private grants, then these signaling effects may differ.  For example, a 

consumer may hold more faith in a private foundation's assessment of a charity's quality than in 

the government's assessment, and thus the impact of 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣 on 𝜇 is greater than the effect of 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏  

on 𝜇. 

 To summarize, contributions to a charity create a negative crowding out effect and a 

positive signaling effect, and the net magnitude and sign of the response is ambiguous.  

Furthermore, there are two reasons why a donor's response to government funding may differ 

from her response to private funding.  First, the signaling effect of those two types of funding 

may differ from one another (the second terms in equations 2 and 3).  Second, while private 

funding creates an income effect, public funding will not if the funding comes from the donor's 

taxes. 

 

A.I.b. Multiple Charities 

 Suppose now that there exist two charities, with total charitable output of  G1  and  G2,  

respectively.  In our empirical setting, this can be thought of as two units within an organization, 

i.e. two different colleges within the university.  The consumer chooses among composite 

consumption 𝑐 and donations to either charity 𝑑1 and 𝑑2.  The consumer's knows how her tax 

payment is allocated across charities: 𝜏 = 𝜏1 + 𝜏2.  Public and private grants can go to either of 

the two charities:  𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1, 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏2, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1, and 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣2.  Each charity can have one of two quality 

levels,  𝛼𝐻  or  𝛼𝐿.  The consumer's beliefs about quality may differ between the two charities.  

Assume that  𝜇1,  the consumer's belief that charity 1 is high-quality, depends only on 

contributions to charity 1:  𝜇1 = 𝜇1(𝜏1 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1).  Similarly,  𝜇2 = 𝜇2(𝜏2 +

𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏2, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣2).  The consumer's utility function is  𝑢(𝑐) + 𝐸[𝑣(𝐺1)] + 𝐸[𝑣(𝐺2)].   
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 The consumer's problem is 

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑑1,𝑑2≥0

𝑢(𝑦 − 𝑑1 − 𝑑2 − 𝜏1 − 𝜏2)

+ ∑ 𝜇𝑗(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑗 + 𝜏𝑗 , 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑗) ∙ 𝑣(𝜏𝑗 + 𝑑𝑗 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑗 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑗, 𝛼𝐻)

2

𝑗=1

+ (1 − 𝜇𝑗(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑗 + 𝜏𝑗 , 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑗)) ∙ 𝑣(𝜏𝑗 + 𝑑𝑗 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑗 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑗, 𝛼𝐿) 

The consumer's first order condition for the choice of  𝑑𝑗,  assuming an interior solution, is 

−𝑢′(𝑦 − 𝑑1 − 𝑑2 − 𝜏1 − 𝜏2) + 𝜇𝑗(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑗 + 𝜏𝑗 , 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑗) ∙ 𝑣𝐺(𝜏𝑗 + 𝑑𝑗 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑗 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑗, 𝛼𝐻)

+ (1 − 𝜇𝑗(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑗 + 𝜏𝑗 , 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑗)) ∙ 𝑣𝐺(𝜏𝑗 + 𝑑𝑗 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑗 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑗, 𝛼𝐿) = 0 

 We perform comparative statics using these first-order conditions.  First consider the 

impact of a change in the consumer's tax revenue going towards charity 1. 

𝑑𝑑1

𝑑𝜏1
= −1 +

𝑑𝜇1

𝑑𝜏1
∙

(𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐻) − 𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐿)) ∙ (−𝑢′′(𝑐) − 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺2)])

𝐷
 

(4) 

The denominator  𝐷 ≡ 𝑢′′(𝑐) ∙ (𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺1)] + 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺2)]) + 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺1)] ∙ 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺2)] is 

positive.  The first term is the crowd-out effect, and it is again –1.  The second term is the 

signaling effect.  It is the same sign as 𝑑𝜇1/𝑑𝜏1.  As before, if increased government funding via 

𝜏1 increases the consumer's belief that the charity is high quality, this effect increases her 

voluntary contributions. 

 What effect does a change in 𝜏1 have on 𝑑2? 

𝑑𝑑2

𝑑𝜏1
=

𝑑𝜇1

𝑑𝜏1
∙

(𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐻) − 𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐿)) ∙ 𝑢′′(𝑐)

𝐷
 

(5) 

There is no crowd-out effect, only a signaling effect.  The signaling effect exists even though 

contributions to charity 1 (𝜏1) have no effect on the consumer's belief about the quality of charity 

2 (𝜇2).  Rather, there is an effect on the belief about the quality of charity 1 (𝜇1), and that may 

cause a shift from giving between the two charities.  The signaling effect is of the opposite sign 

of 𝑑𝜇1/𝑑𝜏1.  If a higher government contribution via 𝜏1 signals higher quality, then the consumer 

will divert donations away from charity 2 and towards charity 1.  With no signaling, a change in 

𝜏1 has no effect on 𝑑2. 
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 Next, consider the effects of a change in the level of private contributions to charity 1, 

𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1.  The effect on donations to charity 1 can be decomposed into three terms: 

𝑑𝑑1

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1
= −1 +

𝑑𝜇1

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1
∙

𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐻) − 𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐿)

𝐷
∙ 𝑢′′(𝑐) ∙ 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺2)] +

𝑢′′(𝑐) ∙ 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺2)]

𝐷
 

(6) 

These three terms are analogous to the three terms in  𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣  in the one-charity case 

(equation 2).  The first term is the crowd-out effect (one-for-one); the second term is the 

signaling effect (the same sign as 𝑑𝜇1/𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1); and the third term is the income effect (positive 

and less than one). 

 The effect on donations to the other charity is 

𝑑𝑑2

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1
=

𝑑𝜇1

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1
∙

𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐻) − 𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐿)

𝐷
∙ 𝑢′′(𝑐) +

𝑢′′(𝑐) ∙ 𝐸[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺1)]

𝐷
 

(7) 

This contains two effects: a signaling effect that is of the opposite sign of  𝑑𝜇1/𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1  

(identical to the signaling effect in the expression for 𝑑𝑑2/𝑑𝜏1), and an income effect that is 

positive but less than one (almost identical to the income effect in the second term of the 

previous expression, but replacing 𝐺2 with 𝐺1).   

 The effects on 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 from a change in 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1 are analogous to the two expressions 

above, except replacing 𝑑𝜇1/𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1 with 𝑑𝜇1/𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1.  They differ if the consumer infers 

different information about charity quality from government grants vs. private gifts. 

 To summarize, contributions to one charity cause two offsetting effects on donations to 

the other charity.  There is a negative signaling effect (a grant to charity 1 signals high quality for 

charity 1 leading to less donated to charity 2) and a positive income effect, though the income 

effect exists only for government funding, not private funding.    

 

A.I.c. Multiple Periods 

 Suppose now that there are two periods over which the consumer is choosing 

consumption and charitable donations, but once again there is only one charity.  (In this section, 

subscripts refer to time period, not to charity.)  The consumer is endowed with income in each 

period 𝑦1 and 𝑦2, chooses consumption 𝑐1 and 𝑐2, pays taxes 𝜏1 and 𝜏2, and also chooses in the 

first period an amount of income to save, 𝑠, receiving a return (1 + 𝑟)𝑠 in the second period.  
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The consumer's two budget constraints are 𝑦1 ≥ 𝑐1 + 𝜏1 + 𝑑1 + 𝑠 and  𝑦2 + (1 + 𝑟)𝑠 ≥ 𝑐2 +

𝜏2 + 𝑑2.  Her discount factor is 𝛽.  The consumer's belief about the quality of the charity is 

allowed to differ by period.  Her belief in the first period 𝜇1 is a function of public and private 

contributions in the first period:  𝜇1(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1 + 𝜏1, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1).  Her belief in the second period 𝜇2 is a 

function of grants in both the first and second period:  𝜇2(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1 + 𝜏1, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1, 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏2 + 𝜏2, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣2).  

Thus, the signal from the first period lasts into the second period and may inform the consumer's 

beliefs. 

 In the first period, the consumer observes 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1 and 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1 and chooses 𝑐1, 𝑑1, and 𝑠.  

Then, in the second period she observes 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏2 and 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣2 and chooses 𝑐2 and 𝑑2.  Her choices in 

the first period depend on her beliefs in the first period about what the charity quality will be in 

the second period; assume that these beliefs are identical to her beliefs in the first period 𝜇1, 

since she does not yet observe the second-period signals.  It follows that in the first period she 

makes a contingent choice of 𝑑2, call it  𝑑2
′ ,  based on the signals available in the first period 

only.  This contingent choice is then potentially revised in the second period, depending on the 

second period's signals.   

 The consumer's first-period problem is 

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑑1,𝑑2′,𝑠≥0

𝑢(𝑦1 − 𝑑1 − 𝜏1 − 𝑠) + 𝜇1(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1 + 𝜏1, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1) ∙ 𝑣(𝜏1 + 𝑑1 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1, 𝛼𝐻)

+ (1 − 𝜇1(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1 + 𝜏1, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1)) ∙ 𝑣(𝜏1 + 𝑑1 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1, 𝛼𝐿) + 𝛽

∙ {𝑢(𝑦2 + (1 + 𝑟)𝑠 − 𝑑2′ − 𝜏2) + 𝜇1(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1 + 𝜏1, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1)

∙ 𝑣(𝜏2 + 𝑑2′ + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏2 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣2, 𝛼𝐻) + (1 − 𝜇1(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1 + 𝜏1, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1))

∙ 𝑣(𝜏2 + 𝑑2′ + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏2 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣2, 𝛼𝐿)} 

The contingent 𝑑2
′   chosen from this problem is not necessarily the same as that chosen in the 

consumer's second-period problem, which is 

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑑2≥0

𝑢(𝑦2 + (1 + 𝑟)𝑠 − 𝑑2 − 𝜏2) + 𝜇2(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1 + 𝜏1, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1, 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏2 + 𝜏2, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣2)

∙ 𝑣(𝜏2 + 𝑑2 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏2 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣2, 𝛼𝐻)

+ (1 − 𝜇2(𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏1 + 𝜏1, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1, 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏2 + 𝜏2, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣2))

∙ 𝑣(𝜏2 + 𝑑2 + 𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑏2 + 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣2, 𝛼𝐿) 
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This problem has four first-order conditions (one each for 𝑑1, 𝑠, 𝑑2
′ , and 𝑑2).  We investigate the 

effect of a change in the exogenous level of first-period private funding, 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1, on donations in 

the first or second period. 

 First, 

𝑑𝑑1

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1
= −1 +

−(1 + 𝑟)(2 + 𝑟)𝛽𝑢′′(𝑐1)𝑢′′(𝑐2
′ ) ∙ 𝐸1[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺2′)]

𝐷
 

+
𝑑𝜇1

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1
∙

1

𝐷
∙ {[𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐻) − 𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐿)] ∙ [𝑢′′(𝑐1)𝑢′′(𝑐2

′ )

+𝐸1[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺2′)](𝑢′′(𝑐1) + (1 + 𝑟)2𝛽𝑢′′(𝑐2
′ )] + [𝑣𝐺(𝐺2′, 𝛼𝐻) − 𝑣𝐺(𝐺2′, 𝛼𝐿)]

∙ [−𝑢′′(𝑐1) ∙ 𝑢′′(𝑐2
′ ) ∙ 𝛽(1 + 𝑟)]} 

(8) 

In this expression the denominator   𝐷 ≡ −𝑢′′(𝑐1)𝑢′′(𝑐2′)𝐸1[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺1)] − 𝐸1[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺2)]((1 +

𝑟)2
𝑢′′(𝑐1)𝑢′′(𝑐2′)𝛽 + 𝐸1[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺1)](𝑢′′(𝑐1) + (1 + 𝑟)2𝑢′′(𝑐2′)𝛽)) > 0.  The variables 𝑐2

′  and 

𝐺2
′  represent the values of consumption and of charitable activity in the second period based on 

the contingent choice of 𝑑2
′ , respectively.   

The first term in equation 8 is the one-for-one crowd-out effect.  The second term is the 

positive income effect.  The rest of the expression represents a signaling effect, which in this case 

has two components of opposite sign.  The positive component (the part including 𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐻) −

𝑣𝐺(𝐺1, 𝛼𝐿))  arises since a higher level of private funding in period 1 signals a higher quality for 

the charity.  However, this also brings about a negative component to the signaling effect (the 

part including 𝑣𝐺(𝐺2′, 𝛼𝐻) − 𝑣𝐺(𝐺2′, 𝛼𝐿)), since the same signal also affects the beliefs about the 

charity's quality in the second period.  If, in period 1, the consumer believes that the charity will 

be high quality in period 2, then she will want, in period 1, to increase her period 2 giving, thus 

reducing period 1 giving.   

 Next, 

𝑑𝑑2

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1
=

−1

𝑢′′(𝑐2) + 𝐸2[𝑣𝐺𝐺(𝐺2)]

∙ {−(1 + 𝑟) ∙ 𝑢′′(𝑐2) ∙
𝑑𝑠

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1
+

𝑑𝜇2

𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1
∙ [𝑣𝐺(𝐺2, 𝛼𝐻) − 𝑣𝐺(𝐺2, 𝛼𝐿)]} 

(9) 

The coefficient outside of the curly brackets is positive.  The two terms inside the curly brackets 

represent an income effect and a signaling effect.  The income effect depends on the sign of 

𝑑𝑠/𝑑𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1.  This is a comparative static result with a long expression not presented here.  If it is 
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positive, then a higher level of private contributions in the first period leads to higher savings and 

thus higher income in the second period.  Some of that higher income is spent on donations.  The 

signaling effect is straightforward: if a higher 𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣1 indicates a higher assessment of charity 

quality in period 2, then giving increases. 

 To summarize, voluntary donations can respond to both contemporaneous and to lagged 

giving.  The response to lagged giving contains an income effect that depends on how the giving 

affects voluntary contributions (and thus income) in the previous period.  We do not present the 

expressions for response to government taxes and government exogenous funding, though the 

intuitions are similar. 

 

A.I.d. Empirical Questions 

 Motivated by the model, we use our dataset on giving to answer several questions: 

 Is there crowding in or crowding out of private donations by large private gifts or large 

public grants? 

 Do private donations respond differently to large private gifts than they do to large public 

grants? 

 Does giving to one unit of the university crowd out or crowd in giving to another unit? 

 Does the crowd out or crowd in effect persist over time? 

Our model is very simple and omits several relevant features. Notably, because the comparative 

statics rely on interior solutions, the model does not address the distinction between effects on 

giving on the extensive margin (whether or not one gives) vs. on the intensive margin (how much 

one gives).   

 

 

 

A.II. Additional Specifications – Response to Large Private Grants 

Appendix Tables A2 through A5 present alternative specifications of the regressions in 

Table 3.  In Appendix Tables A2 and A3, the cutoff size of the small gift (how the dependent 

variables are defined) is changed to either $500 or $10,000, compared to the $1,000 cutoff used 

in the main specification.  This has no substantive impact on the results (except that the 

magnitude of the average gift size coefficients are changed in the expected way as the gift size 
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increases).  Appendix Table A4 conducts the analysis at the daily, rather than weekly, level, and 

Appendix Table A5 does it at the monthly level.  The daily regressions include year and day-of-

year fixed effects, and the three post-donation windows considered are the same length as in the 

main specification (expressed here in days: 28 days, 84 days, and 182 days).  Here, the results in 

the top two panels (for total number of gifts and total dollar amount of gifts) are similar to the 

weekly specification (though the magnitudes are smaller, reflecting that these are daily, not 

weekly, totals).  In the bottom panel, where the outcome variable is the average dollar amount 

per donation, the results are about the same magnitude as in the weekly regressions, but here they 

are occasionally statistically significant.  Thus, it is possible that there is also a crowd-in effect 

on the intensive margin, though it cannot be seen at the weekly level.  The results from the 

monthly level regressions in Appendix Table A5, which include year and month-of-year fixed 

effects, are consistent with the results in the main specification – there is evidence of crowding in 

on the intensive margin, but no evidence of crowding on the extensive margin.  

 A drawback of Figure 2 is the lack of control for year and week-of-year. It is possible that 

large donations and small donations both occur at the same time of the year (the data suggest at 

the end of the year), so controlling for year and week-of-year will reveal the true effect, given the 

year and week-of-year. To this end, we show Appendix Figures A7-A9. These figures are similar 

to Appendix Figures A4-A6, except instead of plotting the raw means, they plot the coefficients 

on indicators for each week since the large gift in a regression of the outcome variable on those 

indicators along with year and week-of-year fixed effects.19  

 These figures tell a similar story as Appendix Figures A4-A6, though the effect is not as 

pronounced. We see increases in the coefficient for the week of the large donation in the number 

of small donations (Appendix Figure A7) and the total amount received from small donations 

(Appendix Figure A8). Though the coefficient for the week of the large donation is generally 

significantly different from weeks before the large donation, it is also significantly larger than 

coefficients for weeks after the large donation, suggesting that the true effect of crowding lasts 

only the week of the large donation. As in Appendix Figure A6, there is not a significant 

difference in average donation size (shown in Appendix Figure A9), even controlling for the year 

                                                 
19 Appendix Figures A7-A9 also show 95% confidence intervals for each of the coefficients. The omitted category in 

each of the regressions is 0 weeks since (the week of the large donation), so each coefficient is interpreted as relative 

to that week. We add a point and a horizontal line at 0 for the week of the large donation. 
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and week of year. These are consistent with our findings of crowding in at the extensive margin 

and no effect on the intensive margin, leading to crowding in on the total amount received from 

small donations.  

 

A.III. Controls for Fundraisers and Media Citations 

 Appendix Table A11 adds an indicator variable equal to one for weeks during a university 

fundraising drive.  Because both fundraising drives begin on January 1 and end on December 31, 

there is a multicollinearity issue with including this indicator as well as including the year-fixed 

effects that have been included in all previous regressions.  Thus, the coefficients of interest in 

the regressions with and without the fundraising drive indicator are identical to each other (the 

regressions with the drive indicator just omit an additional year indicator).  This collinearity 

suggests that our controls for year and week-of-year fixed effects are likely capturing much of 

the impact of fundraising drives in the other specifications. Nevertheless, the coefficient on the 

fundraising drive indicator is significantly positive in the number of gift regressions and in the 

total dollar amount of gifts regressions.  Being in a week during a fundraising drive increases the 

number of gifts by 150-300 and includes the total dollar amount of gifts by $30,000-$70,000.  

There does not seem to be an effect of fundraising drives on the average gift size.  

Appendix Table A12 replicates the regressions from Table 5 (with both the private and 

public large gift and award indicators), but it also adds a control for the number of media stories 

in the week that mention grants or gifts.  In this table we just consider the $10 million large gift 

or award cutoff.  The left-hand-side does not include the media control, and thus it replicates the 

$10 million cutoff regressions from Table 5, except only from 1997-2012, which are the years for 

which we have the media data. Because of the small number of observations, there is no 

statistical significance for these regressions.  But, Appendix Table A12 demonstrates that 

controlling for media citations does not have a substantial impact on the previously estimated 

coefficients. 

 

A.IV. Alternate Unit-Level Analysis 

 An alternative to the difference-in-differences approach described in the text for the unit-

level analysis is the following.  In these unit-by-unit regressions, we split the outcome variables 

by the unit to which donation was made. Then we regress the outcome variables on the indicator 
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for weeks that occurred in the specified time window after the large private donation.  Appendix 

Table A15 shows the results for each time window around $10 million private donations, includ-

ing all observations (the control group is donations outside the time window), for donations to 

the business school, the medical school, and the law school. The coefficient represents the differ-

ence in the outcome variable for donations made in the weeks following a large donation to the 

outcome variable for donations made either prior to the large donation or after the specified time 

window, to the specified unit (regardless of the location of the large donation). Thus, if a large 

donation was made to the medical school, the coefficients track the changes in the outcome vari-

ables of donations made to each of the three listed units in the weeks directly following the large 

donation. The results of Appendix Table A15 are mixed. In the 4 week window, the number of 

small donations regressions show positive coefficients on the indicator for being in one of the 4 

weeks following the large donation in each of the three units. This suggests that donations made 

to any unit have positive impacts on the number of donations made to all of the units. These ef-

fects, however, disappear in the 12 week window and become negative in the 26 week window. 

The total amount received from small gifts shows similar findings as the total number of small 

gifts, while the average gift size shows no significant difference.  

 To examine this inconsistency, Appendix Table A16 uses only a subset of the observa-

tions in Appendix Table A15.  It includes only those observations in the weeks directly following 

or directly preceding the large donation (within the specified time window). We show the differ-

ence in the outcome variable in the weeks after the large donation and the weeks just prior to the 

large donation. Here, the inconsistencies shown in Appendix Table A15 are only partly removed. 

We no longer see significance in all of the 4 week window for the number of small donations re-

gressions, suggesting the effect of large donations is not as large as suggested in Appendix Table 

A15. The coefficient in the Medicine regression remains positive and significant in the 4 week 

window for the number of small donations, likely because most of the large donations were 

given to the medical school, and we have already established unit-level crowding in.  

 Appendix Table A17 differentiates the large donations used for identification in Appen-

dix Table A16 based on their destination. Thus, we can see the response in the outcome variable 

from large donations made to the same unit as the small donations. We can also see the change in 

the outcome variable for each unit when the large donation is made to a different unit. Each cell 

in Appendix Table A17 represents a separate regression, and the table includes only donations 
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made in time windows of large donations to either the business school or the medical school. 

When a large gift is given to the business school, the total amount of money received by both the 

business school and the medical school increases significantly, but the total amount received by 

the medical school increases by more ($53k vs $29k at the business school). Neither unit sees 

significant changes in the total amount of money received from small donations when a large do-

nation is made to the medical school. This suggests that though there is unit-level crowding in, 

the medical school still benefits in terms of total money received from small donations when a 

large donation is made to the business school, but not vice-versa.  

 Unit level crowd-in would suggest that large donations made to an individual unit in-

crease the donations to that unit more than to other units. Similarly, when large donations are 

made to other units, there should be no positive effect on the small donations made to units that 

did not receive a large donation. University level crowd-in would suggest that a large donation 

has positive effects on all units, regardless of the location of the large donation. Thus, Table 7 

and Appendix Tables A13 and Appendix Tables A15-A17 give evidence for both unit-level 

crowd-in and university-level crowd-in of large private donations.  
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Appendix Figure A1: Average Gift Size Time Series  

Notes: This figure shows the weekly average of the total amount received of small donations 

each week, from 1950 to 2012
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Appendix Figure A2: Large Gift Time Series 

 
Notes: This figure shows the mean number of large gifts per week for each year between 1950 and 2012, for each cutoff level of large 

gifts. 
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Appendix Figure A3: Large Gift Time Series by Week of Year 

 
Notes: This figure shows the mean number of large gifts by week of the year, for each cutoff level of large gifts. 
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Appendix Figure A4: Weeks Since (Basic) # of Gifts 

Notes: This figure shows the average number of gifts for each week since a large donation for 

each time window-large gift cutoff combination.   
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Appendix Figure A5: Weeks Since (Basic) Total $ of Gifts 

Notes: This figure shows the average total amount received in small donations for each week 

since a large donation, for each time window-large gift cutoff combination.  
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Appendix Figure A6: Weeks Since (Basic) Average $ per Gift 

Notes: This figure shows the average amount per gift for each week since a large donation for 

each week since a large donation for each time window-large gift cutoff combination. 
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Appendix Figure A7: Weeks Since (Coefficients) # of Gifts 

Notes: This figure shows the coefficients on indicator variables for each week since a large dona-

tion in regressions of the total number of small donations on the weeks since indicators, year 

fixed effects, and week-of-year fixed effects for each time window-large gift cutoff combination.  
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Appendix Figure A8: Weeks Since (Coefficients) Total $ of Gifts 

Notes: This figure shows the coefficients on indicator variables for each week since a large dona-

tion in regressions of the total amount received from small donations on the weeks since indica-

tors, year fixed effects, and week-of-year fixed effects for each time window-large gift cutoff 

combination.  
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Appendix Figure A9: Weeks Since (Coefficients) Average $ per Gift 

Notes: This figure shows the coefficients on indicator variables for each week since a large dona-

tion in regressions of the average dollar amount of small donations on the weeks since indicators, 

year fixed effects, and week-of-year fixed effects for each time window-large gift cutoff combi-

nation. 
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Appendix Figure A10 
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Appendix Table A1 – Gift Count by Destination 

Unit 

Gifts below 

$1000 

Gifts above 

$1000 Total 

Business 64,547.00 7,004.00 71,551.00 

Arch & Urban Plan 3,169.00 328 3,497.00 

Arts and Architecture 73,927.00 10,597.00 84,524.00 

Chancellor's Greatest Needs 713,490.00 28,017.00 741,507.00 

College of L&S 90,125.00 9,423.00 99,548.00 

Medical School 322,755.00 33,821.00 356,576.00 

Dentistry 20,405.00 1,509.00 21,914.00 

School of Public Health 14,971.00 1,140.00 16,111.00 

Fine Arts & Perf. Arts 1,297.00 85 1,382.00 

Education 40,910.00 2,476.00 43,386.00 

General Campus 78,425.00 2,722.00 81,147.00 

Graduate Program 862 49 911 

Engineering 38,259.00 1,910.00 40,169.00 

Independent Organized Units 1 1 2 

Intercollegiate Athletics 109,021.00 25,562.00 134,583.00 

International Institute 443 102 545 

Law 64,921.00 5,226.00 70,147.00 

School of Public Affairs 5,556.00 378 5,934.00 

Nursing 17,710.00 452 18,162.00 

Other Health Sciences 0 1 1 

Student Affairs 16,073.00 1,107.00 17,180.00 

Theatre, Film, and Television 11,239.00 3,420.00 14,659.00 

Extension 4,617.00 335 4,952.00 

Library 18,838.00 4,363.00 23,201.00 

Total 1,711,561.00 140,028.00 1,851,589.00 
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Appendix Table A2: Response to Large Private Gifts - $500 Small Gift Cutoff 

# of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

110.4*** 31.95 -20.44 45.76* 11.79 -31.04 40.04** 17.74 2.904 

(33.37) (27.37) (26.80) (23.37) (18.93) (20.82) (15.82) (17.49) (20.05) 

Total $ of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

12,499*** 6,788** -2,287 6,971** 2,496 -3,729 4,454** 3,638* 1,467 

(3,949) (3,237) (3,172) (2,764) (2,239) (2,463) (1,873) (2,069) (2,372) 

Average $ per gift 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-0.416 2.832 0.236 4.563 4.385* -1.256 2.387 6.306** 2.827 

(4.636) (3.797) (3.717) (3.253) (2.635) (2.917) (2.227) (2.517) (2.968) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being within a window of a large private 

gift, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the average dollar 

amount per gift. The cutoff value for small gifts (dependent variable) is $500.  Regressions also include year indicators and week-of-

year indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are at the weekly level, and include just the years 1950-2012.  The number of 

observations is 3239 for the # of gifts and total $ of gifts regressions, and it is 2845 for the average $ per gift regressions. *** p<0.01, 

** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
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Appendix Table A3: Response to Large Private Gifts - $10,000 Small Gift Cutoff  

# of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

126.5*** 55.55* -5.150 67.38** 21.95 -29.53 47.05*** 20.70 8.907 

(38.19) (31.32) (30.68) (26.73) (21.66) (23.82) (18.11) (20.02) (22.94) 

Total $ of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

50,533*** 47,662*** 18,434 50,800*** 20,486** -84.45 18,278** 9,729 13,006 

(18,270) (14,958) (14,665) (12,763) (10,351) (11,394) (8,661) (9,573) (10,968) 

Average $ per gift 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-11.56 32.97 38.92 -6.422 21.07 9.186 -20.39 -29.73 -23.97 

(67.73) (55.48) (54.30) (47.40) (38.36) (42.38) (32.38) (36.36) (42.36) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being within a window of a large private 

gift, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the average dollar 

amount per gift.  The cutoff value for small gifts (dependent variable) is $10,000.  Regressions also include year indicators and week-

of-year indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are at the weekly level, and include just the years 1950-2012.  The number of 

observations is 3239 for the # of gifts and total $ of gifts regressions, and it is 2845 for the average $ per gift regressions. *** p<0.01, 

** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix Table A4: Response to Large Private Gifts – Daily Regressions  

# of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

14.49*** 6.161 -0.633 7.161** 2.128 -2.561 4.649** 1.960 1.338 

(4.596) (3.746) (3.673) (3.213) (2.597) (2.866) (2.169) (2.404) (2.757) 

Total $ of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

2,189*** 2,199*** 844.6 1,966*** 886.7** -2.735 680.4* 665.3 572.5 

(799.8) (651.7) (639.0) (559.1) (451.8) (498.7) (377.4) (418.3) (479.7) 

Average $ per gift 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

-3.854 3.661 4.742 6.471** 6.816*** 5.884** -0.0672 3.399 8.483*** 

(3.921) (3.161) (3.058) (2.815) (2.279) (2.580) (1.940) (2.364) (2.926) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being within a window of a large private 

gift, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the average dollar 

amount per gift.  Regressions also include year indicators and day-of-year indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are at the daily 

level, and include just the years 1950-2012.  The number of observations is 22746 for the # of gifts and total $ of gifts regressions, and 

it is 14515 for the average $ per gift regressions. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix Table A5: Response to Large Private Gifts – Monthly Regressions  

# of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

665.5*** 353.4* -75.06 409.1** 173.5 -147.7 326.4*** 152.9 102.6 

(238.8) (195.1) (192.3) (163.7) (131.7) (147.4) (111.4) (124.3) (140.3) 

Total $ of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

89,379** 83,293** 20,136 87,283*** 45,061** -14,303 61,342*** 17,367 26,894 

(41,136) (33,457) (33,045) (28,056) (22,591) (25,350) (19,110) (21,369) (24,100) 

Average $ per gift 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

-4.716 5.812 8.522 5.363 4.379 1.529 4.161 1.293 14.96* 

(13.05) (10.62) (10.44) (8.933) (7.161) (8.014) (6.123) (6.799) (7.656) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being within a window of a large private 

gift, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the average dollar 

amount per gift.  Regressions also include year indicators and month-of-year indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are at the 

monthly level, and include just the years 1950-2012.  The number of observations is 703 for the # of gifts and total $ of gifts 

regressions, and it is 698 for the average $ per gift regressions. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix Table A6: Response to Large Public Grants - $500 Small Gift Cutoff 

# of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-61.73 39.90 65.64** -23.88 76.24** 56.35** -30.89 19.86 20.83 

(58.75) (37.57) (28.94) (45.62) (32.50) (28.31) (22.37) (21.30) (27.87) 

Total $ of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-10,091 -3,825 1,983 -2,885 3,289 3,231 -4,032 -1,908 -755.5 

(6,844) (4,379) (3,377) (5,316) (3,792) (3,302) (2,607) (2,482) (3,248) 

Average $ per gift 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-3.309 -7.730*** -6.042*** -1.543 -5.490*** -4.717*** -0.141 -3.609*** -5.050*** 

(3.147) (2.005) (1.546) (2.443) (1.739) (1.514) (1.199) (1.138) (1.488) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being within a window of a large public 

NSF award, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the 

average dollar amount per gift.  Regressions also include year indicators and week-of-year indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are 

at the weekly level, and include just the years 1975-2012.  The number of observations is 1939 for all regressions. *** p<0.01, ** 

p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix Table A7: Response to Large Public Grants - $10,000 Small Gift Cutoff 

# of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-91.08 10.20 48.55 -33.38 63.68* 44.17 -33.46 14.62 12.85 

(66.14) (42.32) (32.61) (51.37) (36.62) (31.90) (25.19) (23.99) (31.38) 

Total $ of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-76,314** -67,180*** -26,552* -30,825 -20,690 -9,640 -20,225* -17,568 -5,698 

(30,812) (19,675) (15,206) (23,949) (17,087) (14,883) (11,746) (11,180) (14,636) 

Average $ per gift 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

-35.32** -48.92*** -46.44*** -20.87 -37.67*** -37.86*** -5.503 -18.52*** -18.91** 

(17.57) (11.19) (8.604) (13.64) (9.700) (8.435) (6.697) (6.360) (8.328) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being within a window of a large public 

NSF award, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the 

average dollar amount per gift.  Regressions also include year indicators and week-of-year indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are 

at the weekly level, and include just the years 1975-2012.  The number of observations is 1939 for all regressions. *** p<0.01, ** 

p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix Table A8: Response to Large Public Grants – Daily Regressions 

# of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

-8.455 3.900 8.215* -6.208 9.028* 6.233 -6.621** 1.910 2.948 

(8.660) (5.548) (4.261) (6.713) (4.820) (4.179) (3.321) (3.138) (4.074) 

Total $ of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

-2,953** -2,281** -562.5 -1,252 -470.1 -151.3 -1,136** -657.5 -483.3 

(1,494) (956.9) (735.2) (1,158) (831.6) (720.9) (573.0) (541.3) (702.9) 

Average $ per gift 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

28 day 

window 

84 day 

window 

182 day 

window 

-6.792 -11.44*** -9.392*** -6.896** -10.35*** -8.527*** -0.587 -2.377 -7.372*** 

(4.194) (2.698) (2.092) (3.265) (2.356) (2.053) (1.675) (1.580) (2.052) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being within a window of a large public 

NSF award, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the 

average dollar amount per gift.  Regressions also include year indicators and day-of-year indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are at 

the daily level, and include just the years 1975-2012.  The number of observations is 13615 for the # of gifts and total $ of gifts 

regressions, and it is 11718 for the average $ per gift regressions. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix Table A9: Response to Large Public Grants – Monthly Regressions 

# of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

-311.4 115.3 248.6 61.08 317.3 182.4 15.92 191.1 43.15 

(366.9) (237.3) (189.4) (286.2) (208.0) (186.2) (142.5) (139.9) (181.7) 

Total $ of gifts 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

-75,452 -62,326 -17,516 24,491 -2,456 -8,035 5,605 -393.3 -28,300 

(62,414) (40,293) (32,313) (48,716) (35,514) (31,745) (24,257) (23,876) (30,909) 

Average $ per gift 

$10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

1 month 

window 

3 month 

window 

6 month 

window 

-8.554 -15.32** -13.39*** -3.588 -12.20** -11.30** 0.256 -5.918 -9.717** 

(9.981) (6.411) (5.121) (7.784) (5.641) (5.041) (3.876) (3.803) (4.919) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being within a window of a large public 

NSF award, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the 

average dollar amount per gift.  Regressions also include year indicators and month-of-year indicators, and a constant.  Regressions 

are at the monthly level, and include just the years 1975-2012.  The number of observations is 448 for all regressions. *** p<0.01, ** 

p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix Table A10: Comparison of Response to Private Gifts and Public Grants – Amounts (in $millions) 

 # of gifts 

 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private 0.624 -0.348 0.0313 0.522 -0.251 0.0666 0.616 -0.332 -0.0335 

 (0.813) (0.553) (0.415) (0.777) (0.524) (0.400) (0.756) (0.511) (0.401) 

Public -4.843* -0.484 1.969 -3.482 0.607 1.338 -3.364 0.762 1.979* 

 (2.777) (1.794) (1.377) (2.456) (1.465) (1.102) (2.333) (1.363) (1.039) 

 Total $ of gifts 

 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private 46.64 61.53 49.69 61.68 65.94 47.96 109.8 60.07 32.04 

 (141.8) (96.26) (72.43) (135.5) (91.33) (69.84) (131.8) (89.14) (69.93) 

Public -1,060** -792.7** -196.0 -681.7 -399.7 -122.3 -595.7 -339.0 -2.685 

 (484.1) (312.3) (240.2) (428.2) (255.3) (192.1) (406.8) (237.6) (181.3) 

 Average $ per gift 

 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private -0.0660 0.0567 0.0681 -0.0428 0.0510 0.0658 -0.0443 0.0480 0.0619 

 (0.0819) (0.0555) (0.0416) (0.0782) (0.0526) (0.0402) (0.0761) (0.0514) (0.0402) 

Public -0.0905 -0.493*** -0.479*** -0.0903 -0.376** -0.343*** 0.0164 -0.323** -0.353*** 

 (0.280) (0.180) (0.138) (0.247) (0.147) (0.110) (0.235) (0.137) (0.104) 
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Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the total amount of large private gifts or large NSF awards 

within the indicated window, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total dollar amount 

of gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift.  Regressions also include year indicators and week-of-year indicators, and a constant.  

Regressions are at the weekly level, and include just the years 1975-2012.  The number of observations is 1939 for all regressions. *** 

p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Appendix Table A11: Control for Fundraisers 

 # of gifts 

 Base Case Control for Fundraisers 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private 94.25** 11.96 23.88 94.25** 11.96 23.88 

 (40.37) (33.14) (32.66) (40.37) (33.14) (32.66) 

Public -70.18 26.48 60.29* -70.18 26.48 60.29* 

 (61.89) (39.67) (30.82) (61.89) (39.67) (30.82) 

Fundraiser    297.4*** 154.5 249.6** 

    (104.2) (105.3) (105.4) 

 Total $ of gifts 

 Base Case Control for Fundraisers 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private 12,681* 8,955 5,000 12,681* 8,955 5,000 

 (7,039) (5,767) (5,699) (7,039) (5,767) (5,699) 

Public -18,923* -15,100** -3,412 -18,923* -15,100** -3,412 

 (10,793) (6,904) (5,378) (10,793) (6,904) (5,378) 

Fundraiser    68,659*** 33,094* 51,443*** 

    (18,166) (18,332) (18,391) 

 Average $ per gift 

 Base Case Control for Fundraisers 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private -4.069 3.401 2.773 -4.069 3.401 2.773 

 (4.066) (3.321) (3.272) (4.066) (3.321) (3.272) 

Public -5.392 -14.31*** -12.45*** -5.392 -14.31*** -12.45*** 

 (6.234) (3.975) (3.088) (6.234) (3.975) (3.088) 

Fundraiser    16.39 8.895 10.24 

    (10.49) (10.55) (10.56) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being 

within a window of a large private gift or a large public NSF award, along with the coefficient 

(and standard error) on an indicator for being within a large fundraising drive, in regressions 

where the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total dollar amount of 

gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift.  The large gift cutoff value is $10 million in all 

regressions.  Regressions also include year indicators and week-of-year indicators, and a 

constant.  Regressions are at the weekly level, and include just the years 1975-2012.  The number 

of observations is 1939 for all regressions. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix Table A12: Control for Media Citations 

 # of gifts 

 Base Case (1997-2012) Control for Media citations 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private 52.05 -46.29 52.66 54.29 -46.53 33.86 

 (46.84) (39.59) (39.21) (46.24) (39.01) (38.86) 

Public -118.1 -58.92 -4.001 -111.6 -55.55 -20.44 

 (71.84) (47.81) (37.24) (70.53) (46.94) (36.88) 

Media    10.45 10.83 13.24 

    (14.01) (14.02) (14.09) 

 Total $ of gifts 

 Base Case (1997-2012) Control for Media citations 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private 4,128 -2,086 7,558 4,148 -2,404 4,040 

 (8,175) (6,900) (6,836) (8,075) (6,802) (6,775) 

Public -18,717 -15,472* -4,383 -17,700 -14,920* -7,333 

 (12,538) (8,331) (6,493) (12,315) (8,183) (6,431) 

Media    1,679 1,764 2,182 

    (2,447) (2,445) (2,456) 

 Average $ per gift 

 Base Case (1997-2012) Control for Media citations 

 4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

4 week 

window 

12 week 

window 

26 week 

window 

Private -4.032 2.796 -0.234 -4.307 2.749 -0.630 

 (3.220) (2.717) (2.693) (3.252) (2.738) (2.729) 

Public -0.944 -4.790 -2.598 -0.925 -4.839 -2.767 

 (4.939) (3.280) (2.558) (4.959) (3.294) (2.590) 

Media    0.486 0.475 0.518 

    (0.985) (0.984) (0.989) 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error) on the indicator for being 

within a window of a large private gift or a large public NSF award, along with the coefficient 

(and standard error) on the number of media stories about large gifts or awards, in regressions 

where the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total dollar amount of 

gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift.  The large gift cutoff value is $10 million in all 

regressions.  Regressions also include year indicators and week-of-year indicators, and a 

constant.  Regressions are at the weekly level, and include just the years 1997-2012.  The number 

of observations is 795 for the # of gifts and total $ of gifts regressions, and it is 2845 for the 

average $ per gift regressions. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix Table A13: Unit-Level, Difference in Differences, Weeks Since, Response to Large Private Gifts 

 4 Week Window 

 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 # of gifts Total $ of 

gifts 

Average $ 

per gift 

# of gifts Total $ of 

gifts 

Average $ 

per gift 

# of gifts Total $ of 

gifts 

Average $ 

per gift 

Same Unit 65.63*** 8,947*** -14.26 46.53*** 6,486*** -9.295 19.41*** 3,624*** 2.143 

 [13.69] [2,496] [20.01] [9.086] [1,726] [13.94] [3.139] [565.0] [5.089] 

2 Weeks 

Before 

-5.492 -477.5 8.193 -6.615** -901 7.199 -0.0963 56.48 3.077 

 [5.292] [964.6] [8.842] [3.331] [632.7] [5.808] [1.778] [320.0] [3.384] 

1 Week 

Before 

-3.853 -238.3 8.805 -4.341 -740.7 0.869 -0.549 -25.45 4.294 

 [5.078] [925.5] [8.548] [3.272] [621.5] [5.663] [1.649] [296.9] [3.103] 

1 Week 

After 
-2.335 -463.7 -6.191 1.238 160.4 -3.036 -1.632 -322.6 -2.108 

 [4.950] [902.2] [8.316] [3.174] [602.8] [5.530] [1.428] [257.1] [2.670] 

2 Weeks 

After 
-4.988 -91.08 6.018 -3.019 -526.6 7.161 -1.612 -241.5 1.626 

 [5.070] [924.1] [8.522] [3.198] [607.4] [5.557] [1.541] [277.3] [2.898] 

2 Weeks 

Before* 

Same Unit 

-61.38*** -8,583** -16.49 -48.25*** -7,010*** 14.02 -28.04*** -5,478*** -11.49 

[20.68] [3,769] [30.20] [13.95] [2,649] [21.59] [6.546] [1,178] [10.77] 

1 Week 

Before* 

Same Unit 

-73.78*** -9,219** -8.281 -47.89*** -6,548** 12.04 -20.36*** -4,709*** 1.498 

[20.18] [3,679] [29.51] [13.42] [2,549] [20.37] [6.006] [1,081] [9.837] 

1 Week 

After* 

Same Unit 

-75.21*** -11,925*** 7.126 -40.67*** -5,155** 6.459 -21.20*** -3,622*** -3.411 

[19.17] [3,495] [28.30] [12.73] [2,418] [19.56] [4.656] [838.1] [7.627] 

2 Weeks 

After* 

Same Unit 

-78.53*** -11,572*** 5.202 -54.59*** -6,916*** 8.937 -32.86*** -5,683*** -6.642 

[19.18] [3,495] [28.05] [12.74] [2,419] [19.40] [5.043] [907.8] [8.236] 

N 4,536 4,536 6,805 9,336 9,336 6,805 29,136 29,136 20,817 
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Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficients (and standard errors) for indicators variables specifying the number of weeks be-

fore or after a large donation (but still in the listed time window), donations made to the same unit as the large donation that occurred 

in the same time window, and interactions between the “weeks since” indicators and the “Same Unit” indicator; in regressions where 

the dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift. 

When there were multiple large private gifts in the same window, the “Same Unit” indicator is equal to one if the unit is equal to the 

unit of any of the large donations in the time window.  When weeks were both after and before different large donations, but in the 

time window of both, the “weeks since” indicator with the positive value (after the large donation) was set to one. When weeks were 

after two different large donations, but in the time window for both, the lower of the two “weeks since” indicators was set to one. Re-

gressions also include year indicators, week-of-year indicators, unit indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are at the unit-week level, 

and include just the years 1950-2012. Observations are only included if they are within the specified time window distance either be-

fore or after a large donation. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix Table A14: Unit-Level, Difference in Differences, Weeks Since, Response to Large Public Grants 

 4 Week Window 

 $10,000,000 cutoff $5,000,000 cutoff $1,000,000 cutoff 

 # of gifts Total $ of 

gifts 

Average $ 

per gift 

# of gifts Total $ of 

gifts 

Average $ 

per gift 

# of gifts Total $ of 

gifts 

Average $ 

per gift 

Same Unit 20.47 3,396 17.33 1.549 981.0 31.54 2.310 -746.5 -1.714 

 (20.70) (3,432) (40.19) (14.89) (2,750) (30.45) (6.144) (1,098) (11.77) 

2 Weeks 

Before 

4.953 874.5 -22.12 -2.489 -1,055 -20.50 1.965 140.1 6.362 

 (9.733) (1,614) (22.22) (6.779) (1,252) (16.76) (2.274) (406.5) (5.408) 

1 Week 

Before 

-3.627 377.1 14.19 -11.77 -2,309 6.834 2.558 126.9 -0.390 

 (10.76) (1,784) (26.12) (8.534) (1,576) (21.32) (2.678) (478.5) (6.394) 

1 Week 

After 
-1.250 -376.9 9.383 -11.91 -2,111 -0.0492 -1.294 -179.9 4.048 

 (10.48) (1,738) (25.07) (7.877) (1,455) (19.98) (2.552) (456.0) (6.158) 

2 Weeks 

After 
-0.390 -1,036 -32.27 -15.32** -3,190** -15.48 -2.386 -744.7* 1.361 

 (9.378) (1,555) (21.69) (6.851) (1,265) (17.15) (2.190) (391.4) (5.161) 

2 Weeks 

Before* 

Same Unit 

-11.37 -3,365 -16.38 1.261 -505.1 -57.55 5.138 242.3 -4.776 

(28.09) (4,658) (54.56) (21.39) (3,951) (43.78) (9.542) (1,705) (17.97) 

1 Week 

Before* 

Same Unit 

-8.802 -1,197 45.72 -9.068 -998.0 7.040 2.973 412.3 4.198 

(28.09) (4,658) (54.59) (20.44) (3,775) (42.45) (8.991) (1,607) (16.92) 

1 Week 

After* 

Same Unit 

-13.64 -3,374 -70.89 -6.490 -1,253 -55.26 -1.801 328.2 -7.444 

(28.09) (4,658) (56.26) (19.71) (3,640) (40.82) (7.978) (1,426) (15.20) 

2 Weeks 

After* 

Same Unit 

-23.59 -3,416 -3.474 -7.039 -611.2 7.145 -4.855 175.1 5.981 

(28.09) (4,658) (54.55) (20.18) (3,727) (41.81) (8.413) (1,504) (15.95) 

N 1,728 1,728 1,134 3,192 3,192 2,063 20,496 20,496 11,898 
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Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficients (and standard errors) for indicators variables specifying the number of weeks be-

fore or after a large NSF grant (but still in the listed time window), donations made to the same unit as the large grant that occurred in 

the same time window, and interactions between the “weeks since” indicators and the “Same Unit” indicator; in regressions where the 

dependent variable is either the number of private gifts, the total dollar amount of gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift. When 

there were multiple large NSF grants in the same window, the “Same Unit” indicator is equal to one if the unit is equal to the unit of 

any of the large grants in the time window.  When weeks were both after and before different large grants, but in the time window of 

both, the “weeks since” indicator with the positive value (after the large grant) was set to one. When weeks were after two different 

large grants, but in the time window for both, the lower of the two “weeks since” indicators was set to one. Regressions also include 

year indicators, week-of-year indicators, unit indicators, and a constant.  Regressions are at the unit-week level, and include just the 

years 1950-2012. Observations are only included if they are within the specified time window distance either before or after a large 

NSF grant. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Appendix Table A15: Unit-by-Unit (all as control) 

# of gifts 

4 Week Window 12 Week Window 26 Week Window 

Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law 

14.68*** 12.05 16.39*** -2.782 -2.728 6.027* -11.90*** -10.49 -2.477 

[3.508] [10.20] [4.099] [2.881] [8.355] [3.364] [2.813] [8.178] [3.295] 

Total $ of gifts 

4 Week Window 12 Week Window 26 Week Window 

Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law 

2,091** 1,886 2,639*** -977.2 910.6 267.6 -1,618** -1,612 -1,671** 

[859.0] [1,420] [1,008] [704.0] [1,164] [826.1] [688.8] [1,139] [808.2] 

Average $ per gift 

4 Week Window 12 Week Window 26 Week Window 

Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law 

-7.45 0.998 -9.543 0.294 9.268 -15.31 3.95 4.395 -7.178 

[12.01] [8.428] [12.96] [9.821] [6.884] [10.46] [9.581] [6.745] [10.28] 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficients (and standard errors) on the indicators for being within a time window of a large 

($10 million or more) private gift, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of gifts, the total dollar amount of 

gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift, just from the specified units within the university. The indicator is set to one only for 

donations directly after the large donation. Observations were 3,239 for the # of gifts regressions and for the Total $ of gifts 

regressions; 1,981 for the Business Average $ per gift regressions; 2,641 for the Medicine Average $ per gift regressions; and 1,923 for 

the Law Average $ per gift regressions. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix Table A16: Unit-by-Unit (only in time window) 

# of gifts 

4 Week Window 12 Week Window 26 Week Window 

Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law 

12.09 50.09** 8.909 -3.112 -22.14* 0.603 -3.297 -20.41 -4.645 

[9.142] [24.82] [9.091] [5.092] [12.85] [5.248] [5.564] [13.05] [5.693] 

Total $ of gifts 

4 Week Window 12 Week Window 26 Week Window 

Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law 

1,653 1,610 521.3 -1,185 -2,891* -934.4 -906.7 -2,786 -1,974 

[1,964] [2,965] [1,997] [1,163] [1,577] [1,139] [1,353] [1,795] [1,336] 

Average $ per gift 

4 Week Window 12 Week Window 26 Week Window 

Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law Business Medicine Law 

-0.228 -18.12*** -21.13 -2.993 3.805 -14.99* -8.295 0.537 -8.977 

[12.42] [6.280] [13.61] [9.383] [4.700] [8.069] [10.04] [4.609] [9.257] 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficients (and standard errors) on the indicators for being within a time window of a large 

($10 million or more) private gift, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of gifts, the total dollar amount of 

gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift, just from the specified units within the university. The indicator is equal to one if the 

weeks are in the time window directly after the large donation. Observations were only included if they are within the specified time 

window (either before or after) the large donation. Observations were 421 for the # of gifts regressions and for the Total $ of gifts 

regressions; 412 for the Business Average $ per gift regressions; 420 for the Medicine Average $ per gift regressions; and 412 for the 

Law Average $ per gift regressions. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Appendix Table A17: Unit-by-Unit (same vs different unit) 

 # of gifts 

Large Gift to: Business Medicine 

Small Gift to Business 105.3 2.152 

[62.46] [6.306] 

Small Gift to Medicine 207.5* -8.934 

[93.94] [17.92] 

 Total $ of gifts 

Large Gift to: Business Medicine 

Small Gift to Business 29,065** 123.3 

[10,942] [1,469] 

Small Gift to Medicine 53,748** -1,046 

[16,267] [1,966] 

 Average $ per gift 

Large Gift to: Business Medicine 

Small Gift to Business 33.75 1.118 

[38.37] [15.55] 

Small Gift to Medicine 24.2 2.69 

[21.45] [6.451] 

 

Notes: This table presents the estimated coefficients (and standard errors) on the indicators for being within a 12-week window of a 

large ($10 million or more) private gift or public grant, in regressions where the dependent variable is either the number of gifts, the 

total dollar amount of gifts, or the average dollar amount per gift, just from the specified unit within the university. Each cell 

represents a separate regression. The cells are differentiated based on the location of the large donation and the location of the outcome 

variables: columns indicate the location of the large donation and rows indicate the location of the outcome variables. Observations 

were only included if they were in the specified time window (either before or after) the large donation. Observations were 48 for all 

regressions for large gifts to Business; 230 for the # of gifts and Total $ of gifts for large gifts to Medicine; and 229 for the Average $ 

per gift for the large gifts to Medicine. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1    


